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Abstract
Given a piece of music, the timing of each beat varies from performer to per-
former. The study of these small differences is known as expressive timing
analysis. Research into expressive timing helps us to understand human per-
ception of music and the production of enjoyable music. Classical piano music
is one music style where it is possible to measure expressive timing and hence
provides a promising candidate for expressive timing analysis.
Various techniques have been used for expressive timing analysis, such as the
Self-Organising Map (SOM), parabolic regression and Bayesian models. How-
ever, there has been little investigation into whether these methods are in fact
suitable for expressive timing analysis and how the parameters in these meth-
ods should be selected. For example, there is a lack of formal demonstration
that whether the expressive timing within a phrase can be clustered and how
many clusters are there for expressive timing in performed music. In this the-
sis, we use a model selection approach to demonstrate that clustering analysis,
hierarchical structure analysis and temporal analysis are suitable for expressive
timing analysis.
Firstly in this thesis, we will introduce some common methods for model
selection such as Akaike’s Information Criterion, Bayesian Information Criterion
and cross-validation. Next we use these methods to demonstrate the best model
for clustering expressive timing in piano performances. We propose a number
of pre-processing methods and Gaussian Mixture Models with different settings
for covariance matrices. The candidate models are compared with three pieces
of music, including Balakirev’s Islamey and two Chopin Mazurkas. The results
of our model comparison recommend particular models for clustering expressive
timing from the candidate models.
Hierarchical analysis, or multi-layer analysis, is a popular concept in expres-
sive timing analysis. To compare different hierarchical structures for expres-
sive timing analysis, we propose a new model that suggests music structure
boundaries according to expressive timing information and hierarchical struc-
ture analysis. We propose a set of hierarchical structures and we compare the
resulting models by showing the probability of observing the boundaries of mu-
sic structure and showing the similarity of the same-performer renderings. Our
analysis supports the proposition that hierarchical structure improves the per-
formance of modelling over non-hierarchical models for the performances that
we considered.
Researchers have also suggested that expressive timing is influenced by mu-
sic structure and temporal features. In order to investigate this, we consider
four Bayesian graphical models that model dependencies between a position in a
music score and the expressive timing changes in the previous phrase, on expres-
sive timing in the current phrase. Using our model selection criterion, we find
that the position of a phrase in music scores is only shown to effect expressive
timing in the current phrase when the previous phrase is also considered.
The results in this thesis indicate that model selection is useful in the analysis
of expressive timing. The model selection methods we use here could potentially
be applied to a wide range of applications, such as predicting human perception
of expressive timing in music, providing expressive timing information for music
synthesis and performance identification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivations
In performed music, performers impart their understanding of a piece of mu-
sic by varying different aspects of their performance, such as tempo and
dynamics. It is interesting to investigate how performers vary these as-
pects of a performance to give expression to a piece of music. Past works
analysing expressiveness cover various topics such as timing [Repp, 1998], dy-
namics [Repp, 1999a], finger motion [Goebl and Palmer, 2009], and piano pedal
[Chew and Franc¸ois, 2008].
The timing of the beats in a piece of performance, or beat timing, is a
major topic within the analysis of expressiveness. In most cases, beat timing
exhibits a close link with tempo. Tempo can be defined as “the rate at which
musical notes are played, expressed in score time units per real time unit”
[Dixon, 2001]. However, research into tempo relates to the perception of tempo.
For example, Cambouropoulos et. al. [Cambouropoulos et al., 2001] explored
perceived tempo preferences, concluding that humans prefer a smoother version
of the original tempo. This thesis focuses on the variation of beat timing. For
clarity, the term “expressive timing” represents the variation in the timing of
each beat. In our experiments, tempo is used to measure expressive timing, or,
say, the length of each beat. This general principle holds throughout this thesis.
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It would not be sensible to investigate the expressive timing for all pieces of
music as there are so many of them. As a result, we need a certain number of
candidate performances to form a database for investigation. These are usually
classical music as it has more variations in beat timing than any other type of
music. The richness of variations in the expressive timing makes its analysis eas-
ier. Moreover, piano music is preferred by most researchers, because keyboard
instruments are particularly good at obtaining a precise tempo as the attack of
the keyboard is more easily defined.
Investigating the variations in expressive timing has interested many re-
searchers such as Repp [Repp, 1993], Sprio et al. [Spiro et al., 2010] and Wid-
mer et al. [Widmer et al., 2010]. There are certain common methods ap-
plied to researching expressive timing regardless of the focuses. For exam-
ple, 1) clustering tempo variations within a certain part of performances for
further analysis [Spiro et al., 2010]; 2) making use of positional and tempo-
ral features within a piece of performance to synthesise possible expressive
timing ([Todd, 1992];[Widmer et al., 2010]); and 3) considering the hierarchi-
cal relationship to synthesise expressive timing or to model the tempo variation
([Todd, 1992]; [Widmer and Tobudic, 2003]).
Although these methods have been applied in a wide range of research and
have been demonstrated useful by the results of experiments, in some cases,
there lacks a formal justification of some experiment variables in the exper-
iment such as the number of clusters chosen for tempo variations within an
excerpt music. Within the field of machine learning and mathematics, there
is a methodology called the model selection test [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, p.
1]. In a model selection test, different indicators are proposed to evaluate the
performance of candidate models. In this thesis, we perform a series of model
selection tests to support the selected methods used for analysing expressive
timing. In each model selection test, we propose a number of models under
different hypothesis. We then compare the model performance to select the
candidate model whose hypotheses is best supported by the model selection
test.
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There are several common model selection tests used including model se-
lection criterion and cross-validation tests. In this thesis, we introduce these
methods of model selection to the analysis of expressive timing in performed
music. We propose several experiments that make use of model selection tests
in order to verify some methods used in past works.
1.2 Research Goals
There are two main contributions in this thesis. Firstly, we demonstrate that
the selected methods for analysis of expressive timing are supported by math-
ematical selection tests. Secondly, we draw conclusions based on the results
of our model selection tests. With these conclusions, we demonstrate that the
model selection tests can be enlightening when analysing expressive timing in
performances.
The methods for analysing of expressive timing that we verify in this thesis
are: clustering of expressive timing; using positional features to predict expres-
sive timing of a phrase and analysing expressive timing hierarchically. We test
these methods using three series of model selection tests. The proposed mod-
els are intended to verify the following hypotheses: 1) clustering is a suitable
method for analysis; 2) the expressive timing of a current phrase is impacted
by its position as well as the expressive timing of the previous phrase; and 3)
analysis of expressive timing should consider hierarchical relationships.
The first topic we discuss in this thesis is clustering of expressive tim-
ing. In different parts of a performance, the general gestures of expressive
timing are limited. In some relevant literature such as that by Rink et al.
[Rink et al., 2011], Madsen and Widmer [Madsen and Widmer, 2006], cluster-
ing tempo variations within a certain unit forms a basis for further analysis.
However, there appears to be no evidence showing that clustering is a suitable
way of analysing expressive timing within a phrase. Furthermore, the reasons
behind the choice of the number of clusters are not fully explained in most liter-
ature. In the majority of cases, this is because they are determined empirically.
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We build up several non-clustered and clustered models to compare their per-
formance when predicting the distribution of expressive timing within a phrase.
We expect the model selection test to show that those clustered models with a
certain number of clusters outperforms the other models. As a result, we can
assert that the expressive timing within a phrase should be clustered.
Next we investigate which factor has the most impact on the strategy of
expressive timing for a particular phrase. Building on the past works of Todd
[Todd, 1992] and Widmer et al.[Widmer et al., 2010], we investigate two candi-
date factors: the position within the music score and the changes of expressive
timing in the previous phrase. We consider the two factors not only individually
but also in combination. We design a model selection test that draws on several
Bayesian graphical models. We also propose a novel model selection criterion
that balances the model complexity and performance. We then compare the
candidate models and select the best performing model in terms of impact on
expressive timing for a particular phrase.
The final experiment demonstrates that considering hierarchical structure
is helpful for analysing expressive timing. The hierarchical analysis of expres-
sive timing has been used several times in past research such as that by Sapp
[Sapp, 2008], Tobudic and Widmer [Tobudic and Widmer, 2003b] and Todd
[Todd, 1992]. To compare analysis of expressive timing with different struc-
tures, including different hierarchical structures and non-hierarchical structures,
we propose a model that converts expressive timing to a probability for every
beat in the performance that locates a boundary of music structure. We eval-
uate the resulting models that consider different structures by calculating the
probability that the boundaries of the music structure can be observed and by
showing the similarities between same-performer renderings.
In these three experiments, we use model selection tests to verify the use of
common methods for analysing expressive timing. We also show that the results
of these experiments can provide some statistical principles for expressive timing
in performed music. Although our focus is the introduction of model selection
tests for the analysing expressive timing, the demonstration of such principles
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is valuable for analysing performed music.
1.3 Thesis Structure
Figure 1.1: The relationship between the three topics in this thesis
Although the topics we have chosen in this thesis have been discussed in
past works, these topics are related to each other as demonstrated by Figure
1.1. The first topic is the analysis of expressive timing within a phrase. We
demonstrate that the expressive timing within a phrase can be clustered. The
next step is to analyse the distribution of the clusters. This throws up a certain
number of problems for further investigations in terms of: 1) the distribution of
clusters; and 2) the impacts of phrase length.
Examining the sequential and positional distribution of clusters can be in-
terpreted as investigating which factor impacts the use of clusters for perform-
ers. Furthermore, investigating the sequential links between two neighbouring
phrases is equivalent to analysing the distribution of the combination of clus-
ters. This effectively involve analysing longer phrases in a piece of performance.
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If we combine a different number of clusters to form longer phrases, we are
introducing a hierarchical structure for analysing expressive timing.
In summary, verifying the premise that expressive timing can be clustered
forms a basis for understanding the relationship amongst the three topics in
this thesis. The other two topics — investigating the factors that affect de-
ciding on the clusters of expressive timing and investigating the hierarchical
relationship between different phrase lengths — can be thought of as examining
the distribution of clusters of expressive timing from different points of view.
1.4 Contributions
In this thesis, we
• introduce model selection to analyse expressive timing in computational
musicology;
• demonstrate that the expressive timing within a phrase can be usefully
clustered;
• show whether the position of a phrase and the expressive timing in the
previous phrase impacts expressive timing in a phrase; and
• investigate whether considering the hierarchical structure is valid when
analysing expressive timing.
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1.5 Related Publications
There are two publications in proceedings of conferences related to this thesis
including [Li et al., 2014] and [Li et al., 2015]. Both publications address the
clustering of expressive timing within a phrase (Chapter 3). We go further than
[Li et al., 2015], as we also show some evidence of the relationship between
the other topics discussed here. The authors of these publications include all
supervisors who contributed to the supervision of the works. The authors of
[Li et al., 2014] also include Professor Elaine Chew, who contributed the music
perception perspective.
This thesis is organised in the following way: first we give a literature review
of related works in Chapter 2. Then we show the process of model selection tests
in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Each of these three chapters presents
one model selection test that demonstrates a particular method for analysing
expressive timing. Finally, we conclude the thesis with a summary and some
ideas for possible future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we first review some works on the subject of computational
musicology. Whilst this is not a computational musicology thesis, a comparison
with that field allows us to demonstrate that our model selection tests contribute
to the analysis of expressive timing.
Next we review related works concerning common methods of analysing
expressive timing that we are going to address in this thesis. By reviewing
these methods, we define the problem we are going to solve and discuss how
model selection tests contribute to the analysis of expressive timing. Finally, we
review common model selection tests. Introducing model selection tests to the
analysis of expressive timing is one of the main contributions of this thesis.
2.1 Expressiveness and Musicology
Before reviewing specific past works, we would like to review some general topics
related to this thesis. The term expressive timing in the title is related to
the changes of timing about expressiveness. Snyder [Snyder, 2000] discussed
expressiveness, stating
The patterns of rhythm, melodies, and so on that we are able to re-
member from music consist of sequences of musical categories. Each
occurrence of a category, however, is shaded in a particular way by
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its nuance, which constitutes the expressive aspects of the music.
The term expressive nuances are ‘continuous variations in the pitch or rhythm
of a musical event’.
The expressive nuances are “continuous variations in the pitch or rhythm
of a musical event”. Many parameters are considered to contribute to ex-
pressiveness. The most-studied expressive features are tempo [Widmer, 2003,
Repp, 1998, Grosche et al., 2010, Widmer and Tobudic, 2003] and dynamics
[Repp, 1999a, Grosche et al., 2010, Widmer and Tobudic, 2003]. For piano
music, pedal usage [Chew and Franc¸ois, 2008, Repp, 1996] and piano key touch
[Kinoshita and Furuya, 2007, Goebl et al., 2004a, Goebl and Palmer, 2009]
have also been studied.
Besides considering each factor individually, some works, such as [Repp, 1999b],
also considered multiple perspectives of expressiveness. One of the most famous
systems considering the multiple dimensions of expressiveness is the KTH sys-
tem [Friberg et al., 2006], which is named after the research institute at which it
was developed. This system considers multiple factors affecting expressiveness,
including phrasing, micro-level timing, metrical patterns, grooves, articulation,
tonal tension, intonation, ensemble timing and performance noise. In addition
to the above factors, some factors beyond music performance, such as emotion
[Livingstone et al., 2007], have also been considered in analyses of performed
music.
Moreover, the factors listed also affect each other. For example, tempo and
dynamics are two closely related aspects in performed music. Several investi-
gations into tempo and dynamics have been undertaken, such as the studies
on the Performance Worm [Dixon et al., 2002]. In addition to dynamics, Repp
[Repp, 1996] asserted that pedal timing in piano performances may interact with
expressive timing and melody. Beran and Mazzola [Beran and Mazzola, 2000]
attempted to investigate the relationship between melodic, harmonic, metrical
features and expressive timing. They concluded that the relationship between
melodic, harmonic, metrical features and expressive timing is very complicated.
Sundberg et al. [Sundberg et al., 2003] tried to use the rules in the KTH system
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inversely to recover expressive timing in performed piano music. They found
that structural information of the music could be an important factor in experi-
ments. The research considering multiple dimensions of expressiveness suggests
that expressive timing does not affect expressiveness of performed music as an
independent factor.
Studies of expressiveness are commonly used to solve musicology prob-
lems. For example, empirical data in expressive performances have been
used in studies of expressive style [Spiro et al., 2010], especially historic style
changes [Timmers, 2007, Leech-Wilkinson, 2010]. Goebl et al. also used ex-
pressive data in performed music to investigate the between-hand synchroni-
sation problem [Goebl et al., 2009] and the personal style-changing problem
[Grachten et al., 2009].
2.2 Computational Musicology
In [Coutinho et al., 2005], computational musicology is broadly defined as ‘the
study of music by means of computer modelling and simulation’. Computa-
tional musicology involves a process that uses statistical models to represent
expressive parameter variations for multiple purposes. Kirke and Miranda
[Kirke and Miranda, 2013] introduced a general framework for computational
modelling of expressive performances (Figure 2.1). The raw material commonly
used for analysis and modelling is annotation from performances. In most cases,
the database is collected from human performances. Music features such as
melody and musical structure may also be extracted from the original perfor-
mances to help the analysis. The performance context refers to the features of
expressiveness in neighbouring positions within the performances. For example,
Todd ([Todd, 1992]) asserts that tempo variations in expressive performances
have a multi-layer structure and share a parabolic shape. The adaptation pro-
cess extracts rules and models from performance data. Such rules and models
are known as performance knowledge, which describes how performers control
expressive actions. The terms “Instrument model” and “sound” in Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1: Generic framework for computational modelling of expressive per-
formances [Kirke and Miranda, 2013]
relate to music synthesis, which is not the focuses of analysing expressive timing.
In summary, computational musicology is based on the remaining five parts
shown in Figure 2.1. The new methodology of model selection we are introducing
to computational musicology in this thesis, model selection tests, corresponds
to the adaptation process shown in Figure 2.1. Next we are going to review a
selection of representative works in computation musicology.
Widmer and Goebl [Widmer and Goebl, 2004] and Kirke and Miranda
[Kirke and Miranda, 2013] have written good overviews of computational mod-
els of expressive music. In [Widmer and Goebl, 2004], Widmer has categorised
computational models of expressive music performance into four categories: the
rule-based model (such as KTH model, named by the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology in Sweden), Todd’s model, mathematical models and machine learning
models. A few years later, in [Kirke and Miranda, 2013], Kirke and Miranda
classified computer systems of expressive music performance into non-learning
models, linear regression, artificial neural networks, case and instance-based sys-
tems, statistical graphical models, evolutionary computation and other regres-
sion methods. Comparing the classifications in [Widmer and Goebl, 2004] and
[Kirke and Miranda, 2013], we can see that machine learning and pattern recog-
nition technologies have been widely used in recent years. Further, Kirke and
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Miranda [Kirke and Miranda, 2013] suggested classification according to pur-
pose of computational musicology models. In general, there are two purposes
of expressive music performance computer systems: “analyse-for-synthesis” and
“measurement-for-analysis”. These purposes introduce another way of classi-
fying computational music models. An “analyse-for-synthesis” system aims to
synthesise expressive performance. A “measurement-for-analysis” system aims
at understanding expressive actions in human performances. As a result, the
output of such systems should show a clear understanding of expressive actions.
Here, we give a quick review of selected computational models of expres-
sive performance. Traditional rule-based methods extract rules from musicol-
ogy research. Existing musicology theory and even interviews of performers
[Johnson, 1991] may provide source of such rules. In recent decades, machine
learning algorithms have extracted the regularity in performance data. Next
we are going to review a certain number of previous works on the subject of
computational musicology.
The traditional rule-based system assumes that performers follow a set of
fixed rules when they play [Widmer and Goebl, 2004]. Some rule-based sys-
tems, such as the Bach fugue system [Johnson, 1991], generate expressive per-
formances with the same set of rules all the time; thus, they are less flexible.
The KTH system [Friberg et al., 2006] proposed a parameter (k) to make the
effects of the rules adjustable.
Todd’s model [Todd, 1992] is another computational musicology work. Todd
proposed a hierarchical parabolic model that regresses tempo curves using
parabolic functions over musical structure. Todd concluded that tempo curves
can be approximated by summing up multi-level parabolic curves. Todd’s con-
clusion has been widely accepted by other research, especially for short passages
of performance. The hierarchical approach is intended to exploit hierarchical
music structure. Unlike the KTH system, Todd’s model can be used to charac-
terise the type of expressiveness portrayed in a piece of performed music.
Mazzola and Zahorka [Mazzola and Zahorka, 1994] use a mathematical
method to analyse music expressivity. They represent musical material as a
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multi-dimensional space mapped by onset time, pitch and duration. The varia-
tions in performed music (such as tempo variations) can be considered the result
of mathematical transformation from the space of the musical material. Such
mathematical transformation can occur through a generalised rule of expressive-
ness such as the rules in the KTH system. This research combines mathematics
with computational musicology research and can be considered as evidence sup-
porting the use of mathematical model selection methods for expressive timing
analysis.
Besides the above non-learning musicology research, machine learning
has been widely used in computational musicology in recent decades as
an analysing technique. Typically, machine learning is used for two
types of task: 1) finding expressive rules or model parameters from per-
formance data (such as [Widmer and Tobudic, 2003]) and 2) recognising
expressive patterns within expressive parameters from performance data
(such as [Widmer et al., 2010]). Tobudic and Widmer introduced the DIS-
TALL system in [Widmer and Tobudic, 2003], [Tobudic and Widmer, 2003a],
[Tobudic and Widmer, 2003b]. Performances are decomposed into different lev-
els of hierarchical groupings and analysed by an enhanced parabolic model,
which considers the resilience of regression. To synthesise expressive perfor-
mances, different levels of groupings are compared and weighted. Widmer,
Flossmann and Grachten [Widmer et al., 2010] use the YQX (a simple Bayesian
model) algorithm to synthesise expressive performances. The system first learns
how performers vary expressive parameters at different places with the music
score. Given a new musical score, YQX then identifies similar parts within
the new score and synthesises performances by applying the patterns from the
learned performances to similar parts of the new score. This method provides
a reasonable quality of expressive performance. A recent research development
introduced an interesting way of synthesising expressive performance: evolution-
ary computation [Miranda et al., 2012]. Multiple agents generate an expressive
performance according to a set of rules and parameters. At the same time,
each agent is listening to other agents and modifying their own parameters if
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they evaluate the other agents’ performances as being better. These approaches
demonstrate that it is possible to use machine learning methods to build up
models for expressive timing.
In machine learning, there exists a method called model selection
[Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 13] that can be used to select the best math-
ematical model for a set of data. If there are several candidate models making
different assumptions, we can select the best hypothesis by selecting the best
model. In this thesis, we demonstrate that model selection methods can be
applied to computational musicology.
2.3 Tempo Variations in Expressive Performances
In this thesis, we investigate the expressive timing of beats in performed music.
Variations in beat timing can be measured using the lengths of the beats. Tempo
is a more commonly used concept that can be defined as the reciprocal of beat
length. Dixon [Dixon, 2001] defined tempo as: “the rate at which musical notes
are played, expressed in score time units per real time unit”.
Suppose the timing of each beat in a performance is {t1, t2, . . . , tn, tn+1},
where tn+1 represents the end of the last note in the performance analysed.
The tempo is defined as the rate of beat on each beat. The tempo during a
particular beat can thus be calculated as the reciprocal of the beat duration,
namely,
τi =
1
ti+1 − ti . (2.1)
In this thesis, analysis of expressive timing is consdiered to be analysis of tempo
variations. However, the tempo can also be a perceptual concept; thus, we use
the term “expressive timing” instead of “tempo variations” in most cases to
avoid possible misunderstanding.
Now we will explore the methods for extracting original data from perfor-
mances. Extracting the tempo values of each beat is known as beat tracking or
beat detection. There have been many advances in automatic or semi-automatic
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beat detection. Dixon and Gouyon gave a detailed review of related music infor-
mation retrieval works in [Gouyon and Dixon, 2005]. In general beat tracking
has two tasks: 1) analysing the spectrum to identify candidate pulses; and 2)
determining the actual beat position amongst candidates’ pulses. For expressive
performances, selection of the correct candidate pulse is a tough task that often
introduces false beats. For example, BeatRoot [Dixon, 2006] is a reasonable al-
gorithm for beat tracking, but there remains a considerable amount of progress
that can be made in terms of accuracy. Another automatic annotation method
that can avoid false beats is MATCH [Dixon and Widmer, 2005]. The MATCH
algorithm can align two performances of the same piece of music. In this re-
search, a MIDI score is aligned with real performance. Thus, by marking the
beat points in the MIDI file, the MATCH algorithm can annotate the aligned
performance with beat points. MATCH can then avoid false or missing beats.
This is a significant improvement over other beat tracking algorithms. Grosche
et al. [Grosche et al., 2010] summarise which types of musical event affect the
accuracy of beat tracking. This work summarised the problem of beat tracking
when used for annotating beat timing in performed music. A more recent study
of beat tracking is that by Fillon et al. [Fillon et al., 2015], which claims the
statistical accuracy of beat tracking is under 0.9. Such beat tracking accuracy is
still not suitable for annotating beat timing in performed music with a massive
database. As a result, our method of annotating beat timing in this thesis still
involves human input.
Next we review the common methods we selected for analysing expressive
timing. These methods include: 1) clustering of expressive timing within a
phrase; 2) the impacts of the position of a current phrase and the expressive
timing in the previous phrase on the expressive timing in a phrase and 3) the
use of hierarchical structure for analysing expressive timing.
Before getting into any detailed discussion, we would like to introduce the
methods used for visualising the variations of tempo. A common way of vi-
sualising tempo variation is using a tempo curve [Repp, 1995a] that connects
a series of tempo values on each beat within a specific part of a performance.
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Figure 2.2 presents two different tempo curves across the first 84 bars of Islamey
[Balakirev, 1902] in two performances (labelled as “P1” and “P2”). From these
tempo curves, we can see that the tempo variations throughout this part of the
performance is not totally free and that tempo variations in different perfor-
mances share some similarities.
Figure 2.2: Two tempo curves across the first 84 bars of Islamey
In this thesis, we classify tempo variations into two categories: “intra-
phrase” and “inter-phrase”. The “intra-phrase” variation is the tempo changes
on each beat within a phrase. The “inter-phrase” variation describes how the
expressive timing within a phrase differs from that in other phrases.
According to [Nattiez, 1990], a music phrase can be is defined as “a unit of
musical meter that has a complete musical sense of its own”.
In this thesis, to avoid possible arguments about identifying phrase bound-
aries, we informally define a phrase as “a unit of musical meter”; in other words,
a part of music. Thus, we do not utilise the music sense in phrases as an input
of our experiments. However, we believe that the phrases we have identified
should also make musical sense as the identification of phrases in this thesis is
either confirmed by a composer we engaged or provided by the database itself.
In Figure 2.3, we present the first twelve phrases of the piece Islamey that we
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have identified for analysis in this thesis. In this diagram, the alternative blocks
represent the boundaries of phrases and the letter in each block represents the
theme of phrase. The collection of the performances of Islamey is used as a
private database in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
2.3.1 Intra-phrase tempo variations
In general, different methods are used for analysing expressive timing within
a phrase, ranging from statistical analysis [Desain and Honing, 1994a], cor-
relation [Sapp, 2007] to Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [Repp, 1998]
and machine learning [Zanon and Widmer, 2003]. Desain and Honing
[Desain and Honing, 1994a] used variance analysis to reveal relationships be-
tween tempo and timing. Sapp [Sapp, 2007] used correlation to measure the sim-
ilarity of performances. Repp [Repp, 1998] uses PCA to compare the common-
ality of different performances. Zanon and Widmer [Zanon and Widmer, 2003]
used a machine learning algorithm to recognise different performers by learning
high-level features.
Another common approach used in previous studies is clustering tempo vari-
ations. Various research such as [Spiro et al., 2010], [Grachten et al., 2009],
[Repp, 1995a] shows that intra-phrase tempo variations can be clustered.
The techniques involved in clustering the tempo variations within a phrase
include self-organising maps [Spiro et al., 2010] and hierarchical clustering
[Grachten et al., 2009]. In Chapter 3, we are going to demonstrate that clus-
tering is a suitable approach for analysing expressive timing by showing that a
clustered model is better than a non-clustered model for predicting the unob-
served data of expressive timing within a phrase.
2.3.2 Dependencies of expressive timing
In Figure 2.2, we notice that tempo curves from different performers are not
totally different. At certain positions, performers reach an agreement of slowing
down or speeding up. These facts suggest that tempo variations should not be
considered as random or independent events in expressiveness. For example, De-
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Figure 2.3: The first twelve identified phrases in Islamey
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sain and Honing [Desain and Honing, 1993] asserted that tempo should not be
considered as an independent contributor to expressivity but should be analysed
with other expressive parameters such as loudness and musical structure. Goebl,
Pampalk and Widmer [Goebl et al., 2004b] performed an analysis of loudness
and tempo space and defined commonalities and differences in performances.
One particular research direction is to consider musical structure in conjunc-
tion with other performance data. Desain and Honing [Desain and Honing, 1993]
scaled tempo curves across the whole performance at 60 beats per minute
(bpm) to 90 bpm. The resulting performance sounded artificial. In later re-
search, Desain and Honing [Desain and Honing, 1994a] suggested that tempo
curves should be analysed along with consideration of musical structure. Repp
[Repp, 1998] described detailed expressive principles by analysing a phrase of
Chopin’s Etude and asserted four factors of timing strategies involving melodic
gestures. Bisesi et al. [Bisesi et al., 2011] modelled expressive timing near ac-
cents in performances defined as “local events that attract a listener’s attention”.
Spiro, Gold and Rink [Spiro et al., 2010] analysed the beat timing inside of bars
and classified bars into four clusters according to beat length distribution, as-
serting that musical structure and performed patterns are closely related. In
Chapter 4, we investigate whether the structure of the music has any impact on
the choice of the clusters of expressive timing for a particular phrase.
2.3.3 Hierarchical structures for expressive timing
In previous works, we find that the researchers considered expressive tim-
ing hierarchically. Having a hierarchical structure when analysing expres-
sive timing is not rare. In the works we reviewed, a hierarchical struc-
ture is commonly assumed. For example, in [Todd, 1992], parabolic curves
can also have a multi-level structure. This property is adapted by the DIS-
TALL system ([Widmer and Tobudic, 2003]; [Tobudic and Widmer, 2003a] and
[Tobudic and Widmer, 2003b]), which also considers the hierarchical relation-
ship in tempo variations. However, the hierarchical relationship in tempo varia-
tions does not ensure the success of expressivity rendering. For example, Desain
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and Honing [Desain and Honing, 1993] attempted to use the hierarchy relation-
ship to synthesis a piece of MIDI, but had little success.
In Chapter 5, we investigate in two experiments whether a model that has
a hierarchical structure outperforms one with a non-hierarchical structure. We
propose a model that asserts the probability of every beat in a performance
locating a boundary of the music structure according to expressive timing. We
evaluate the performance of resulting models by calculating the query likelihood
of the music structure boundaries of the piece. Another experiment is to show
similarities between same-performer renderings. Formerly in Sapp [Sapp, 2008],
Zanon and Widmer [Zanon and Widmer, 2003] attempted to recognise perform-
ers by measuring the similarities between performances by the same performer.
We compare models of same-performer renderings and assess how well these
models show the similarities between same-performer renderings.
2.4 Mathematical Model Training and Evalua-
tion
Until now, we have been discussed the problems we are going to solve in this
thesis. In this section, we are going to review the methods we use. We firstly in-
troduce how we train our candidate models using a database, then we introduce
how we assess the performance of the candidate models.
2.4.1 Model training
We review existing ways of training the candidate models in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3, we use a Gaussian models to represent non-clustered models as
Gaussian model is the most widely used. The definition of a Gaussian model is:
N (τ |µ, σ2) = 1√
2piσ2
e−
1
2σ2
(τ−µ)2 . (2.2)
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A straightforward way of building a clustered model based on non-clustered
models is mixing several non-clustered models, such as
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σa). (2.3)
This model is known as the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with A Gaussian
components.
In a GMM, there are three sets of parameters to be trained: the weight of
each Gaussian component pia, the mean of each Gaussian component µa and the
covariance matrices Σa. The most common method for training a GMM with
data is the Expectation Maximum (EM) algorithm [Murphy, 2012, p. 350].
The EM algorithm ([Murphy, 2012, p. 350]) is an iterative algorithm and is
commonly applied to mixture model learning. The training process of a given
candidate model starts with a set of initial parameters. The performance of
fitting a candidate model with this set of parameters is measured by model
likelihood. This step is called the Expectation step (E-step). Next the model
parameter is varied in order to maximise the model likelihood, which is called the
Maximization step (M-step). This process continues until certain conditions are
met. One of the most common conditions used is convergence; in other words,
the model likelihood stops increasing. The final model is that with the highest
model likelihood.
In Chapter 4, we introduce Bayesian graphical models for establishing dif-
ferent dependencies on the factors we propose. Bayesian parameter estimation
([Koller and Friedman, 2009, p. 741]) is a common method used for learning
the parameters in candidate models. Unlike Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE, [Koller and Friedman, 2009, p. 722]), Bayesian estimation can solve the
problem when some specific types of data that are not included in the training
database but appear in the testing database.
2.4.2 Model evaluation
Once we have obtained our model with trained parameters, we assess the candi-
date models and investigate which model outperforms the others. There are
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a few methods that measure the performance of candidate models such as
Takeuchi’s Information Criteria (TIC) ([Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 65])
and Minimum Description Length (MDL) ([Grunwald, 2005]). In this thesis,
we use two methods. One is cross-validation [Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p.
36] and the other is model selection criterion [Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p.
37].
We can measure the performance of a model using model likelihood. The
model likelihood represents the probability density that a specific set of ob-
servations comes from a specific model. If we present our dataset as T =
{−→T1,−→T2, . . . ,−→Tn}, then the model likelihood is L = p(θ|Tn), where θ represents
the parameter set of the candidate modelM. A model with better performance
should have a higher likelihood [Murphy, 2012, p. 321].
A similar measurement of model performance for a model whose parame-
ters are all discrete is query likelihood. This concept is used for evaluating
language models [Manning et al., 2009, ch. 12]. Suppose there are N symbols
in the dataset, then the probability mass distribution of these symbols can be
represented as {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. If we have a model whose probability mass dis-
tribution of these symbols is {q1, q2, . . . , qn} and there are M samples in the
dataset, the query likelihood of the model for the dataset is
L =
n∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
q
Npj
i . (2.4)
For accuracy, we use logarithms to scale the query likelihood. Moreover, if
we want to compare the query likelihood for different datasets, we compare the
query likelihood for each sample on average. So the averaged logarithm form of
query likelihood is
1
N
logL =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
qi log pj . (2.5)
Unless otherwise specified, the query likelihood is represented in its averaged
logarithm form. Moreover, in information theory, cross-entropy has the same
form of (2.5) but with a different sign. In Chapter 4, we make use of this equiv-
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alence between query likelihood and the cross-entropy to measure the model
performance.
If we use only query likelihood or model likelihood to evaluate the perfor-
mance of models, however, we cannot overcome a problem called overfitting
[Murphy, 2012, p. 22]. If the model is very complicated such that it can fit the
data in a dataset precisely but it fails to fit the unobserved data, the model is
said to be overfitting the dataset. A good model selection method should avoid
the problem of overfitting. Next, we are going to review the model selection
methods that we use in this thesis.
The first way is model selection criterion. A model selection criterion bal-
ance the performance of models and the complexity of models. In this the-
sis we use two model selection criteria: the Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC) [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, p. 22] and the Bayesian Information Cri-
terion (BIC) [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, p. 70]. Both model selection crite-
ria penalise the model likelihood according to the complexity of the models.
However, the penalty of model complexity is different for AIC and BIC. AIC
penalises the model complexity without considering the number of samples in
the dataset but BIC does consider the number of samples in the dataset when
penalising the model complexity. If we use L to represent the model likelihood
for a dataset containing N samples and we use o(θ) to represent the number of
parameters in the model, the definition of AIC and BIC can be simplified as:
AIC = 2 ∗ o(θ)− 2 ∗ L, (2.6)
BIC = log(N) ∗ o(θ)− 2 ∗ L. (2.7)
In fact, AIC and BIC are two representative model selection criteria
[Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 37]. The differences in penalising the model
complexity give AIC and BIC different properties. AIC is an “efficient” model
selection criterion [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, p. 99] as AIC is good at choos-
ing the best model that approximates the data in the training dataset. On the
other hand, BIC is a “consistent” [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, p. 107] model
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selection criterion as BIC tends to select the model that predicts the distribu-
tion of unobserved data. For a detailed discussion, please refer to Chapter 4 in
[Claeskens and Hjort, 2008].
In this chapter, we have reviewed some of the problems encountered in com-
putational musicology. Although certain methods are used to solve these prob-
lems, there lacks formal demonstration to support the proposed methods in the
previous works. This thesis demonstrates that such methods are usable for solv-
ing the problems mentioned in this chapter by using model selection methods
to explore the clustering of intra-phrase expressive timing, the factors that im-
pact the use of clusters and the hierarchical structure present in the analysis of
expressive timing. We use these model selection tests to show that the methods
proposed in the previous works can be supported by model selection tests and
the model selection methods can be applied to computational musicology re-
search. In the next three chapters, we are going to present how model selection
methods are used to support the methods used in computational musicology re-
search and how model selection methods are used for computational musicology
research.
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Chapter 3
Model Analysis for
Expressive Timing within A
Phrase
This thesis aims to show how model selection methods can be used for the
expressive timing analysis of classical piano music. To start with, we inves-
tigate the expressive timing within a phrase. Although examining expres-
sive timing within music is common in previous studies [Spiro et al., 2010],
[Repp, 1995a], [Madsen and Widmer, 2006], the unit of length in each analy-
sis varies from research to research, e.g. half a bar [Madsen and Widmer, 2006],
bar [Spiro et al., 2010] and phrases [Repp, 1995a].
Many researchers in the previous studies often clustered expressive timing
[Spiro et al., 2010], [Grachten et al., 2009], [Madsen and Widmer, 2006]; how-
ever, there is little evidence available to date to support the notion that expres-
sive timing can be clustered. In this chapter, we demonstrate that expressive
timing can in fact be clustered. The unit we chose for the expressive timing is
the phrase, which we informally defined in section 2.3. We choose a phrase of
music as a phrase can contain enough variations in expressive timing to enable
us to perform an accurate analysis. Moreover, analysing the expressive timing
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with the unit of a phrase can provide more samples than analysing with the
unit of a performance with the same database. Also, using available samples
can also potentially benefit the accuracy of machine learning.
To support the notion that expressive timing within a phrase can be clus-
tered, we compare the performances of clustered and non-clustered models for
fitting the distribution of expressive timing within a phrase. As there is no
prior knowledge about how the expressive timing is distributed, we choose the
Gaussian model — the most widely used non-clustered model [Murphy, 2012,
p. 39] — as the framework of candidate non-clustered models. As a result,
the mixture of Gaussian models — the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) — is
chosen as the framework of the candidate clustered models.
Common methods used for comparing the candidate models, or model selec-
tion tests, include the use of model selection criterion, goodness-of-fit tests and
cross-validation tests. We chose cross-validation as the primary measurement
of model performance because “cross-validation has been suggested and well
studied as a basis for model selection” [Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 36].
The use of model selection criteria is hence selected as our second evaluation of
model performance for comparison purposes.
As well as determining the mathematical model and the methods of model
selection, we also need a database for our analysis. For simplicity, we want
the candidate performance to have identical lengths for each phrase. Further-
more, to aid clustering, we also want the candidate piece to be repetitive, as
we anticipate the expressive timing in repetitive phrases to be similar to each
other. The candidate piece we selected and utilised in this chapter is the first 84
bars of Islamey [Balakirev, 1902], which contains only three themes repetitively
utilised. We also choose Chopin Mazurkas Op.24 No.2 (in short, Op.24/2) and
Op.30 No.2 (in short, Op.30/2) to demonstrate the clustering of expressive tim-
ing within a phrase. With these three pieces of performance, we demonstrate
that our conclusions can be potentially extended to other pieces.
This chapter is organised in the following way: we first introduce our perfor-
mance database. Then, we introduce the clustered and non-clustered candidate
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models. Next, we test the cross-validation likelihood of the candidate mod-
els and examine the relationship between the model selection criteria and the
cross-validation likelihood with Islamey. Finally, we investigate whether similar
results can be repeated for the two Chopin Mazurkas.
3.1 Data Collection
As we discussed, in this chapter, we use two databases: a public database and
a private database.
The public database is the Mazurka dataset annotated by Sapp. The database
is used as the raw data in [Sapp, 2008], [Spiro et al., 2008] and [Spiro et al., 2010]
and was created by the CHARM project.1 The Chopin Mazurkas have 3-beat
bars and the music structure information is included in the database for each
candidate piece. Mazurkas are popular pieces amongst classical pianists, and
thus for each piece in the Mazurka database, there are multiple performances
from the same performer. There are five pieces of Mazurkas in the database:
Op.17/4, Op.24/2, Op.30/2, Op.63/3 and Op.68/3. However, as we discussed,
we want the phrase lengths in the candidate pieces to be consistent, consequently
we only used the data from Op.24/2 and Op.30/2 in this chapter.
The private database consists of 25 performances of Islamey. Unlike Mazurkas,
which has a comprehensive but complicated music structure, the music structure
of Islamey is simpler but the phrase lengths are consistent. The candidate piece
in the private database is the first 84 bars of Islamey [Balakirev, 1902]. This
section of Islamey has a four-bar coda and 40 two-bar phrases. In this database,
we exclude the four-bar coda as the length of the coda differs from the other
phrases, so in total we have 40 phrases for analysis in each performance. The
initial structure analysis was performed personally and verified by a professional
composer. Moreover, the composer we engaged pointed out that there are only
three themes for the two-bar phrases in the part of Islamey we considered and
that two themes repeat ten times and one theme repeats twenty times. We show
1www.charm.rhul.ac.uk
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Figure 3.1: The music structure analysis of the first twelve phrases in Islamey.
30
the results of the analysis of the music structure in Figure 3.1, which is appeared
in Chapter 2. We anticipate the expressive timing in repetitive phrases would
be similar, thus the expressive timing in the Islamey database may lead itself
to clustering. In our Islamey database, we have 25 performances from differ-
ent performers (See Appendix). As there are 40 phrases considered in each
piece of performance, in total we have 40 × 25 = 1000 annotated phrases in
the Islamey database. Annotation of beat timing for all performances in the
Islamey database takes about 75 hours. We give a detailed description of how
we collect performance data of expressive timing in the Islamey database later
in this section.
Both Islamey and the Chopin Mazurkas exhibit a hierarchical music struc-
ture. In defining the term phrase to specify the basic unit of music structure,
we use the term, higher-level phrase, to mean a segment that contains several
consecutive phrases. We also specify the length of phrases in the context of this
thesis. In this chapter, the Islamey is used as the subject database due to its
simplicity. The Mazurka database is included later to show that our methods
are also useful with more complex music.
Now we are going to introduce how we annotated our expressive timing in
Islamey. To minimise the error of annotation, we utilised a two-stage process for
recording beat timing. This method makes use of the advantages of both human
and machine annotation. First, we annotate beat timing by hand with keyboard
tapping on a computer. Next, we adjust the annotated timing according to the
values of the function for beat detection.
Currently, the accuracy of automatic beat detection is still lower than human
annotation in performed music. As a result, the popular method of beat tracking
is to tap along with the performed music [Grosche et al., 2010]. However, due to
the perception process and possible delays from the devices [Degara et al., 2011],
there are minor errors of beat timing in human annotation. To address this, we
employ a beat tracking function (such as in [Davies and Plumbley, 2007]) for
a more precise timing. In Figure 3.2, we show the two-stage method for the
annotation of beat timing. The tool used for the annotation of beat timing is
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Figure 3.2: The annotation of beat timing
Sonic Visualiser2. The y-axis shows the amplitude scale of waveforms in the L
and R channel of the original audio file. The x-axis shows the timing.
We first tap along with each performance ten times. Then, the timing of
each beat is utilised as the averaged timing of the ten different taps, as shown
as the orange line in Figure 3.2. We then use a beat detection function in Sonic
Visualiser [Davies and Plumbley, 2007], which is shown as the green contour in
Figure 3.2. The line is not smooth but rather it shows steps as the time span
of each step is related to the width of the window in the algorithm. Then, we
manually move the annotated beat timings to the nearest peak shown by the
beat detection function. The arrows in Figure 3.2 show such moves and the
orange lines label the final beat timing. The final beat timing could be decided
by any timing within the time span of a step, but this decision does not affect
the accuracy of our analysis as we later convert the beat timing to tempo by
calculating the Inter Beat Interval (IBI) [Dixon, 2001] before our experiments.
Although expressive timing is the subject of this thesis, the term, tempo,
is more commonly used by musicians. Tempo is defined as “the rate at which
musical notes are played, expressed in score time units per real time unit”
2www.sonicvisualiser.org
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[Dixon, 2001]. In this thesis, we calculate the value of tempo using IBI. Here,
we let a series of expressive timings on each beat in a performance be represented
as {t0, t1, t2, . . . , tn}, the tempo value can then be calculated as:
τi =
1
ti − ti−1 =
1
IBI
. (3.1)
In common practice, the unit of beats per minute (bpm) for tempo is used, so
the conversion between beat timing and tempo can be written as:
τi =
60
ti − ti−1 =
60
IBI
. (3.2)
3.2 Pre-processing
The exact timing of beats does not reflect the perception of tempo. As suggested
by [Cambouropoulos et al., 2001], we smoothed the raw tempo by averaging the
three neighbouring beats. Here, we suppose {τ1, τ2, ..., τn} represents the tempo
values of each beat in a performance, the smoothed tempo values are then
represented as {τ¯1, τ¯2, ..., τ¯n}, where
τ¯i =
τi−1 + τi + τi+1
3
. (3.3)
Although all our tempo values are taken from the same piece (Islamey),
different performers will play at a different overall tempo throughout different
phrases, which is known as speed bias. This prevents the direct comparison of
phrases and so the expressive timing in each phrase should be standardised.
In previous works ([Desain and Honing, 1994b] and [Repp, 1993]), a loga-
rithm was used to standardise tempo variations. The standardisation process
minimises the difference in global tempo across different performances. We
therefore also try a logarithm (LOG) standardisation process. Moreover, in
statistics, a standard way to normalise the differences between means in samples
is to use standard scores [Spiegel and Stephens, 2011, p. 101], which standardise
the mean and variance of data to a specific value. We propose this as a candi-
date standardisation method MVR (Mean-Variance Regulation). Additionally,
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a previous work suggested that the tempo variations within a phrase are effected
by the global tempo [Repp, 1995b]. Therefore, we consider two other methods
that investigate if the tempo variations within a phrase are proportional to other
hyper-parameters (such as the mean and range of tempo variations within a
phrase). The first method we propose is Mean Regulation (MR), which forces
the mean tempo value in each phrase to be 1. Another method we proposed is
Range Regulation (RR), which forces the range of tempo in each phrase to a
specific value.
We introduce the implementation of four standardisation methods: RR, MR,
MVR and LOG. Here, we give mathematical definitions of these methods. Let
−→
T = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τn) and
−→
Ts = (τ
stand
1 , τ
stand
2 , . . . , τ
stand
n ) represent original and
standardised tempo variation within a phrase, respectively, so we can give a
mathematical representation of each standardisation method.
3.2.1 Range-Regulation (RR) standardisation
The range of tempo variation within each phrase is regulated to 1 in this stan-
dardisation method. Unlike the other standardisation methods, RR forces the
variations to an absolute unified value. By unifying the range of tempo vari-
ations in each phrase, the differences in standardised global tempo between
phrases are minimised. The RR standardisation can be represented as:
τ standj =
τj −min(~T )
max(~T )−min(~T ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.4)
3.2.2 Mean-Regulation (MR) standardisation
This method forces the mean value of tempo variation within each phrase to 1,
which ensures differences of global tempo between phrases are removed. The
degree of stretching of tempo variations is set to the mean of each tempo curve.
This method assumes that the degree of tempo variation is related to the global
tempo and hence can be taken as a simpler version of the standard score that is
used in statistics [Spiegel and Stephens, 2011, p. 101]. The MR standardisation
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can be represented as:
τ standj =
τj
mean(~T )
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.5)
3.2.3 Mean-Variance-Regulation (MVR) standardisation
This method is a common method used in statistics. We force the tempo vari-
ation in each phrase to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. This methods is
known as normalisation in signal processing and statistics. It is also called stan-
dard score in statistics [Spiegel and Stephens, 2011, p. 101]. The mathematical
representation of MVR is:
τ standj =
τj −mean(~T )
std(~T )
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.6)
3.2.4 LOG-scaling (LOG) standardisation
This method log scale tempo variations within each phrase. As the logarithm
suppresses both the speed bias and variance, we do not need to regulate the
mean and variance of each tempo curve. The mathematical representation of
LOG standardisation is:
~Ts = log2(~T ). (3.7)
In Figure 3.3, we show some examples of standardisation. The standardisa-
tion methods employed from left to right are: none (original tempo variations),
RR, MR, MVR and LOG. The four sample tempo variations represent four
easily identifiable types of tempo variations within a phrase. If the tempo in a
phrase keeps speeding up, we identify the tempo variation as ‘accelerating’. If
the tempo in a phrase speeds up and then slows down, we call the type of tempo
variation a ‘symmetric type’ of tempo variations within a phrase. If the tempo
in a phrase has varied across a minor range, we classify the tempo variation as
‘constant’. Finally, if the tempo in a phrase slows down, we classify the tempo
variations as ‘decelerating’.
From Figure 3.3, we can see that the differences in the global tempo are elim-
inated by the MR and MVR methods only. The LOG and RR methods only
reduce such differences. Moreover, the RR and MVR methods tend to even
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the standardisation methods applied to different
types of tempo variations (from top to bottom: accelerating type, symmetric
type, constant type and decelerating type). The vertical axes in all the diagrams
are the standardised tempo values (by definition of (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), there
are no units for the values of the standardised tempo. We omit the units for
the standardised tempo of the LOG method for comparison purpose).
out the range of tempo variations across phrases. The MR method stretches
the tempo variations in each phrase gently. Although the LOG method is a
non-linear transformation, the shape of tempo variations changes very little,
while the variations are slightly magnified. The MVR standardisation intro-
duces variable results. As shown in the fourth column in Figure 3.3, the more
variant tempo curves are flattened and the less variant tempo curves are am-
plified. However, as we are uncertain about which aspect affects the clustering
of expressive timing, we also compared the experimental results with different
standardisation methods employed in further experiments.
3.3 Mathematical Models
In our Islamey database, there are 25 performances and each performance com-
prises 40 phrases for analysis (See section 3.1). In each phrase, there are only
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eight beats. As a result, the data we use for model analysis comprises 1000
samples of an eight-point vector. If we consider each eight-point vector as a
point in eight-dimensional space, the candidate mathematical models predict
the distribution of expressive timing in an eight-dimensional space. As we have
no prior knowledge about the data of expressive timing, we use the most widely
used distribution — a Gaussian distribution [Murphy, 2012, p. 39] — and its
mixture to predict the distribution of expressive timing within a phrase. We
used the Gaussian distribution as a non-clustered model and the GMM as a
clustered model.
3.3.1 Non-clustered models
To build the Gaussian model, we need to train the mean and covariance matrix
of the model. In this chapter, there are two different conditions for the mean and
two different conditions for the covariance matrix. By combining the conditions
for mean and the conditions for covariance, we obtained four candidate non-
cluster models.
Besides the mean of the Gaussian model in the normal case [Murphy, 2012, p.
38], we propose a restriction on the mean as a series of constant values because
in piano practice, using metronome to keep a constant tempo is considered a
useful way to practise (in Prelude of [Franz, 1947]). As a result, if the mean is
restricted, we only use the covariance matrix to fit the tempo variations within
a phrase. We use the letter ‘C’ to represent the models with constant mean and
the letter ‘N’ to represent the models that use the standard mean. Consequently,
herein, the models with a constant mean are called ‘C models’ and the models
with no restrictions on the mean are called ‘N models’.
We propose two versions of the covariance matrix. The standard definition of
the covariance matrix in Gaussian models has no restrictions. For comparison,
we propose a restriction of the diagonal covariance matrix in other to investigate
whether the tempo variation on each beat is related to the tempo variations
on other beats. With the diagonal covariance matrix engaged, a multivariate
Gaussian model can be written as the product of multiple Gaussian models,
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which suggests that the variances of each beat are independent of each other.
We use the letter ‘F’ to represent the standard definition of the covariance matrix
and the letter ‘D’ to represent the models with a restricted covariance matrix.
The restriction of the covariance matrix also has a musical significance as the
restricted diagonal covariance matrix assumes the tempo variation on each beat
is independent of tempo variations on other beats.
Combining the conditions for the mean and the covariance matrix in the
Gaussian model gave us four types of non-clustered candidate models: CD mod-
els, CF models, ND models and NF models. Next, we give the mathematical
definitions of the candidate models. However, before giving the definitions, we
need to define some notations.
We use N to represent the Gaussian (Normal) distribution, −→Tn to repre-
sent the standardised tempo within a phrase, −→µ to represent the mean of the
Gaussian distribution and Σ to represent the covariance matrix. As we propose
two types of means and covariance matrices, we use −→µc and −→µn to represent the
means of the C and N models, receptively. Now if we let
−→
Ti = (τi1, τi2, ..., τik)
represent the standardised tempo variations in phrase i that has k beats, if there
are l phrases in the database, then −→µc = (τ¯ , τ¯ , ..., τ¯), −→µn = (τ¯1, τ¯2, ..., τ¯k), where
τ¯ =
1
nl
∑k
i=1
∑l
j=1 τij and τ¯i =
1
l
∑l
j=1 τij . For the covariance matrix, we use
Σfull to represent the covariance matrix in the F model and Σdiag to represent
the covariance matrix in the D model. If we use σ2kl to represent the covari-
ance of beat k and beat l, thus σ2kk represents the variance of beat k. We have
Σdiag =

σ211 0 . . . 0
0 σ222 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . σ2nn

and Σfull =

σ211 σ
2
12 . . . σ
2
1n
σ221 σ
2
22 . . . σ
2
2n
...
...
. . .
...
σ2n1 σ
2
n2 . . . σ
2
nn

.
With the annotation introduced, we now define the four candidate models
in (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), e.g.
p(
−→
Tn) = N (−→Tn|−→µc,Σdiag) (3.8)
p(
−→
Tn) = N (−→Tn|−→µc,Σfull) (3.9)
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p( ~Tn) = N (−→Tn|−→µm,Σdiag) (3.10)
p( ~Tn) = N (−→Tn|−→µm,Σfull). (3.11)
3.3.2 Clustered models
A straightforward way to build a clustered model is to mix several non-clustered
models [Murphy, 2012, p. 340]. Particularly in this research, we choose Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMM) for comparison purposes because we select Gaus-
sian models for non-clustered models. We recall that the definition of GMM
with A Gaussian components for the distribution of multivariate variable τi is
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σa). (3.12)
There are three variables in GMM: the means of the Gaussian components
µa, the covariance matrix of each Gaussian component Σa and the weight of
each Gaussian component pia. As in a GMM, as there is more than one Gaussian
component, the means of all Gaussian components should be different. More-
over, since we have background knowledge about the weight of each Gaussian
component, we cannot set restrictions on the weight. Therefore we propose
some restrictions to the covariance matrices in GMMs only.
Similar to the case in non-clustered Gaussian models, we can restrict the
covariances to be diagonal or not (namely to use Σdiag and Σfull in the pro-
posed models, respectively). Again we use letter ‘D’ to represent the covariance
matrices that are restricted to the diagonal and we use letter ‘F’ to represent
the covariance matrices without restrictions. The musical significance of the
restrictions of covariance matrices remains the same.
Furthermore, we want to investigate if the variance on each beat or the co-
variance between beats are independent to the tempo variations within a phrase.
According to the definition of GMMs, there exists more than one covariance ma-
trix in GMMs. We want to test if each covariance matrix is independent, thus
we propose restricting the covariance matrix of each Gaussian component to be
the same for comparison. We use letter ‘S’ to represent the restriction that the
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covariance matrices of all the Gaussian components are the same and the letter
‘I’ to represent the normal GMM without restriction on the covariance matri-
ces. Similar to the case of covariance matrices, we call the models with shared
covariance matrices as S models and the models with independent covariance
matrices as I models.
Combining the two types of restrictions we proposed for the covariance ma-
trices in GMMs, we obtain four types of GMMs with various Gaussian compo-
nents. If we use the letter M to represent the GMMs, the four types of GMMs
areMSD ,MSF ,MID andMIF . We use a superscript to represent the number
of Gaussian components, and the standardisation method used is included in
brackets. For example,M2SD(RR) means a two-component GMM whose covari-
ance matrix is diagonal and shared by Gaussian components, where the input
data is standardised by RR. With the similar form of GMM definition in (3.12),
the four candidate types of GMM are defined in (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16)
for the SD, SF, ID and IF models, respectively.
• GMM with shared diagonal covariance matrix MASD :
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σdiaga ), where Σdiag1 = Σdiag2 = . . . = Σdiagn = Σdiag .
(3.13)
• GMM with shared full covariance matrix MASF :
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σfulla ), where Σfull1 = Σfull2 = . . . = Σfulln = Σfull .
(3.14)
• GMM with independent diagonal covariance matrices MAID :
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σdiaga ). (3.15)
• GMM with independent full covariance matrix MAIF :
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σfulla ). (3.16)
The term Σdiag and Σfull are defined in section 3.3.1.
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The resulting GMMs can be used for the clustering of tempo variations. Each
Gaussian component models a single cluster. A sample belongs to a cluster that
has the maximum posterior probability for the respective Gaussian component.
[Murphy, 2012, p. 342]
3.3.3 Remaining model parameters
To test the proposed models, two other parameters need to be determined. The
first one is the standardisation method for tempo variations within a phrase.
The other is the number of Gaussian components in the proposed models. We
choose powers of 2 as possible numbers of Gaussian components (i.e. 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128 and 256). We stop at 256 because the next possible number is
512 and the IF model would then have 47,736 parameters to be trained with
1000 samples, which has even more parameters than samples. Moreover, as
the training process of GMMs is computationally expensive, training a 512-
component GMM requires too much time, considering the computational power
we have at our disposal.
The method we used for training a GMM is the Expectation Maximum
method (EM method, for details see section 2.4.1). Since the initial parameter
settings may lead to different resulting models in the EM algorithm, we repeat
the training process of EM 1000 times for each type of GMM. In each training
process, we start the training process with a different random initial value.
Each resulting model is then evaluated by the model likelihood for the training
dataset. The final result of each type of GMM is the model that has the highest
model likelihood during the training process.
3.4 Model Evaluation Methods
The methods we used to evaluate the resulting model of each type of GMM
are cross-validation and the use of model selection criteria. Cross-validation is
known as “a basis of model selection”. [Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 36].
However, cross-validation is a computationally expensive method, the use of
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model selection criteria is sometimes used as an alternative method for model
selection [Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 37]. In this chapter, we use both
methods for model selection and examine how well they perform.
One of the commonly used variants of cross-validation is five-fold valida-
tion, where all data in divided into five parts. Each part is formed by random
performances and acts as the testing set once. All the remaining data forms
the training set. Certain criteria are selected to assess how well the resulting
models predict the testing set. In this chapter, we use the model likelihood to
measure the performances of the candidate models. According to the definition
of model likelihood in section 2.4.2, a better model for a dataset has a higher
likelihood. Here for the convenience of presentation, we show the logarithm
scaled likelihood (known as the log-likelihood), unless specified otherwise.
A model selection criterion is a mathematical selector designed for select-
ing the most appropriate model to fit a set of data. A particular strength of
the use of model selection criteria is that all the data can be used for training.
However, different model selection criteria have different strengths when used
to select models. In this experiment, we use two classical model selection crite-
ria, Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), [Claeskens and Hjort, 2008, ch. 2-3] to test the performance of the re-
sulting models. We provide a more detailed discussion about AIC and BIC in
section 2.4.2. The definition of AIC and BIC can be written as:
AIC = 2 ∗ o(θ)− 2 ∗ likelihood (3.17)
BIC = log(N) ∗ o(θ)− 2 ∗ likelihood (3.18)
where o(θ) represents the number of parameters in the candidate model and the
dataset has N samples in total. However, the model selection criteria cannot
compare the performances of models with different databases. After the pre-
processing, the data of expressive timing are essentially different data as the
original performance data are now scaled according to different factors. As a
result, the model selection criteria can only be used to compare different settings
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of GMMs rather than to compare different standardisation methods.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Cross-validation tests
In this section, we compare the clustered and non-clustered models in the cross-
validation tests. Using the best clustered models, we then discuss which type
of covariance matrix and which standardisation methods are the most suitable
for clustering expressive timing within a phrase.
First, we compare the clustered and non-clustered models. For clustered
methods, we select a GMM with two components to enable a simpler compari-
son. The results shown in Table 3.1 are negative cross-validation log-likelihood,
thus a more negative value means a better model performance.
Model
Neg. Likelihood Stand.
RR MR MVR LOG
CD models 2.53 -6.44 10.57 -10.02
ND models 1.79 -7.22 9.80 -10.46
M2SD 1.51 -7.60 9.65 -11.30
M2ID -2.69 -8.07 9.40 -11.49
CF models 2.41 -16.24 -0.87 -11.61
NF models 1.57 -16.73 -1.59 -12.14
M2SF 1.38 -16.85 -1.64 -12.33
M2IF -2.81 -17.29 -1.90 -12.97
Table 3.1: Cross-validation tests of non-clustered models, where the statistics
are negative log-likelihood per sample and a more negative value means better
model performance. RR, MR, MVR and LOG are standardisation methods
defined in 3.2, whileM means GMM as defined in section 3.3.1. The definitions
of CD, ND, CF, NF are in section 3.3.2.
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In Table 3.1, we notice that for the RR, MR and MVR standardisation
methods, the constraints for the covariance matrices have major effects on the
cross-validation log-likelihood test. In general, F models have better perfor-
mance than D models. However, under the same type of covariance matrices,
the clustered models perform better than the non-clustered models. For LOG
standardisation methods, the clustered models outperform non-clustered models
regardless of covariance matrix regulation. For comparison between standardis-
ation methods, the MR and LOG methods outperform the other standardisation
methods.
Model
Neg. Like. Stand.
RR MR MVR LOG
SD 0.82(32) -7.90(8) 9.27(16) -12.36(16)
SF 0.81(16) -17.03(16) -1.81(16) -12.53(16)
ID -11.20(128) -8.37(8) 8.94(16) -12.89 (16)
IF -6.02(8) -17.35(2) -2.05(4) -13.05 (4)
Table 3.2: The best performance of GMMs under different settings of covariance
matrices and standardisation methods. The numbers in brackets besides the
negative model log-likelihood are the number of Gaussian components in the
best performed models under different settings. A more negative value means a
better performance for the resulting model.
In Table 3.2, we show the best performances of different types of GMMs with
different standardisation methods engaged. In brackets, we show the number of
Gaussian components in the best performed GMM. We confirm the results in
Table 3.1 (that MIF(MR) has the best performance). D models and F models
have similar results when the data is LOG standardised. Moreover, in general,
with the same conditions for all the other parameters, F models are usually
better than D models and I models are usually better than S models. These
results suggest that the tempo differences of beats are dependent on each other
and the covariance between beats in a phrase changes with the shape of tempo
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variations within the phrase.
From Table 3.2, we also see that for different types of GMMs with different
standardisation methods engaged, the number of Gaussian components in the
best performed models varies within a certain range. In 8 out of 16 cases, the
best performing models have 16 Gaussian components, which suggests there are
close to 16 clusters for the tempo variations within a phrase in the performance of
Islamey. We discuss the number of Gaussian components in the best performed
models further in section 3.7.
3.5.2 Comparison between cross-validation and the model
selection criteria
In this section, we use the model criteria AIC and BIC to evaluate the clustered
models. From Table 3.1, the model likelihood in the cross-validation test has
clearly shown that the clustered models outperform the non-clustered models,
therefore, henceforth we no longer consider non-clustered models. In Table
3.3, we list three parameters for model evaluation: negative cross-validation
log-likelihood, AIC and BIC. All the parameters use a more negative number
to indicate a better performance of candidate model. The candidate models
combine all possible variants of covariance matrices and Gaussian components.
The GMMs are denoted as IF, SF, ID, SD in order.
Next, we examine how well the cross-validation test and the model selection
criteria are correlated. As we used the negative log-likelihood for measuring the
performance of candidate models in the cross-validation test and as the model
selection criteria we selected in this chapter is based on a negative model like-
lihood, the agreement between cross-validation and the model selection criteria
should show a strong positive correlation. The measure of correlation we se-
lected is Spearman’s rho [Spearman, 1904]. This measurement of correlation
is not dependent on the linear relationship between two variables for a strong
correlation.
We use Spearman’s rho to correlate the model selection criteria (AIC and
BIC) and the negative log-likelihood in the cross-validation test which results
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AIC BIC
SD SF ID IF SD SF ID IF
RR 0.33 0.05 0.83 -0.74 0.95 0.98 0.83 0.81
MR -0.26 0.40 -0.83 -1.00 0.95 0.78 0.95 1.00
MVR -0.31 0.12 -0.60 -0.74 0.90 0.83 0.83 0.76
LOG 0.40 0.19 -0.57 -0.98 0.95 0.81 0.98 0.98
Table 3.4: The correlation between the model selection criteria and the negative
cross-validation likelihood. Positive correlations are expected. The bold num-
bers mean the correlation between the model selection criteria and the negative
cross-validation log-likelihood is strong enough to pass a significance test.
in varying the number of Gaussian components in candidate GMMs under the
same standardisation methods and the same type of model. For example, if we
correlate the first column (X under SD) and the third column (BIC under SD),
the resulting correlation shows how well BIC and the cross-validation agree (the
value is shown as the sixth column in the fourth row, namely MR-SD under
BIC, in Table 3.4). The correlations between the model selection criteria and
cross-validation under all circumstances are illustrated in Table 3.4.
From Table 3.4, we notice that the BIC has a strong positive correlation
with the negative cross-validation log-likelihood. The numbers shown in bold
indicate that the correlation between two variables are strong enough to pass
the significance test in statistics [Spiegel and Stephens, 2011, p. 246]. In other
words, if a number is shown in bold, the negative cross-validation log-likelihood
test has a significant positive correlation with the BIC.
In Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, we can see that the best model in the cross-
validation test MIF(MR) has the best performance. Moreover, BIC can best
predict the model performance when a different number of Gaussian components
is employed. The results suggest that the model MIF(MR) is the best model
for clustering expressive timing in a phrase among the candidate models.
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3.6 Application to Chopin Mazurkas
As Islamey is a private database and the periodicity of melody in Islamey
may influence the clustering process, we also apply the proposed experiment
to Chopin Mazurkas to investigate whether the conclusion with Islamey is still
valid. The Mazurka database has been used before and has already been an-
notated by other researchers, so we can confirm the annotation process does
not limit the generality of the proposed experiment. Moreover, as the Chopin
Mazurkas have less repetitions than Islamey, we can further demonstrate that
the tempo variations can be clustered regardless of the repetitions in the can-
didate piece.
In [Sapp, 2007], Sapp annotated five pieces of Chopin Mazurkas with vari-
ous numbers of performances. However, the proposed experiment requires that
the lengths of phrases in a candidate piece be identical throughout the piece.
Amongst the Mazurkas annotated by Sapp, two pieces of Mazurkas — Op.24/2
and Op.30/2 — have identical lengths of phrases throughout the piece. Conse-
quently, we choose these two Mazurkas as the new candidate pieces for analysis.
In Mazurka Op.24/2, there are 30 phrases that are 12-beats long and there are
64 pieces of performances in the database. As a result, we have 30× 64 = 1920
samples in this model analysis. Similarly for Mazurka Op.30/2, there are 8
phrases and each phrase is 24-beats long in all 34 performances, so we have
8× 34 = 272 samples in this experiment.
3.6.1 Cross-validation tests
First, we compare the clustered models and non-clustered models in Table 3.5,
where we present the performance of the candidate models. Similar to the case
of Islamey in Table 3.1, we notice that with the same standardisation method
engaged and the same restrictions applied to the covariance matrix, the clustered
models outperform the non-clustered models for both pieces of Mazurkas.
Next, we compare the best performing model under the proposed clustered
models and the proposed standardisation methods. We list the best perfor-
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Model
Neg. Likelihood Stand.
RR MR MVR LOG
CD models 4.03 -6.51 16.76 -10.87
ND models 1.02 -8.75 13.54 -11.59
M2SD -0.31 -10.77 11.96 -14.31
M2ID -1.04 -10.95 11.42 -15.11
CF models -1.70 -24.80 -0.12 -22.96
NF models -4.61 -26.38 -2.82 -24.34
M2SF -4.85 -26.55 -2.98 -24.66
M2IF -6.94 -27.41 -3.94 -25.42
(a) Op.24/2
Model
Neg. Likelihood Stand.
RR MR MVR LOG
CD models 3.15 -3.80 15.48 -9.09
ND models 2.50 -4.48 14.67 -9.55
M2SD -1.44 -8.06 10.51 -11.60
M2ID -2.77 -8.31 10.31 -11.68
CF models -6.56 -24.29 -5.02 -21.55
NF models -8.04 -25.08 -5.93 -22.70
M2SF -8.57 -25.20 -6.33 -22.94
M2IF -12.77 -25.82 -7.04 -23.82
(b) Op.30/2
Table 3.5: The comparison between non-clustered models and clustered models
in cross-validation tests. Data are shown in negative log-likelihood and a more
negative number indicates a better performing model. The representation of
the candidate models are defined in section 3.4.
.
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Op.24/2 RR MR MVR LOG
SD -4.33(128) -15.34(64) 8.09(16) -20.32(64)
SF -6.02(32) -27.52(32) -3.86(64) -25.68(64)
ID -16.16(128) -16.04(32) 7.17(64) -20.98(64)
IF -14.44(8) -28.85(8) -5.29(4) -26.83(4)
(a) Op.24 No.2
Op.30/2 RR MR MVR LOG
SD -6.16(64) -12.29(32) 5.51(64) -17.43(32)
SF -9.60(8) -25.71(16) -7.50(16) -23.78(8)
ID -14.22(16) -13.21(16) 4.60(16) -17.50(32)
IF -16.47(4) -25.99(4) -8.09(4) -24.69(4)
(b) Op.30 No.2
Table 3.6: The best performance of different types of GMMs with different
standardisation methods engaged. The numbers in brackets are the number of
Gaussian components. A more negative value means a better model perfor-
mance.
mance of models under different settings of covariance matrices and standardi-
sation methods in Table 3.6a and Table 3.6b. From the results, we can see that
the best performance of the proposed models areMIF(MR) for both Mazurkas.
In general, F models outperform D models and I models outperform S mod-
els. Both conclusions agreed with the conclusions we drew with the Islamey
database.
On the other hand, we noticed that the number of Gaussian components
differs from piece to piece in the best performed models when the type of co-
variance matrix and the standardisation methods are the same. For Mazurka
Op.24/2 (Table 3.6a), 6 out of 16 best performing models have 64 components.
However, for Mazurka Op.30/2 (Table 3.6b), only 2 out of 16 best performed
models have 64 Gaussian components. We show the comparison of the number
of Gaussian components in the best performed models for each candidate piece
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in section 3.7 in order to investigate the number of Gaussian components in the
best performing models.
3.6.2 Comparison between the model selection criteria and
cross-validation
AIC BIC
SD SF ID IF SD SF ID IF
RR 0.83 0.19 0.86 -0.69 0.76 0.78 0.90 0.83
MR 0.93 0.10 0.57 -0.74 0.67 0.71 0.67 0.90
MVR 0.83 0.19 0.57 -0.67 0.62 0.55 0.67 0.21
LOG 0.86 0.33 0.57 -0.83 0.86 0.62 0.76 0.97
(a) Op.24 No.2
AIC BIC
SD SF ID IF SD SF ID IF
RR -0.32 -0.96 -0.50 -0.61 0.96 0.89 0.11 0.36
MR -0.50 -0.96 -0.68 -0.21 0.96 0.96 0.17 0.36
MVR -0.32 -0.71 -0.54 -0.75 0.89 0.68 0.11 0.28
LOG -0.32 -1.00 -0.50 -0.21 0.92 0.96 0.21 0.36
(b) Op.30 No.2
Table 3.7: The correlation between the model selection criteria and the negative
cross-validation likelihood. Positive correlations are expected.
Next, we investigate if the model selection criteria can predict the results
of the cross-validation tests. In Table 3.7, we show the correlation between
the model selection criteria and the negative cross-validation likelihood for both
Mazurkas. We find that, in some cases, BIC fails to show a significant correlation
with the cross-validation likelihood. However, the model we suggested in the
Islamey MIF(MR) dataset shows the significance of the correlation in both
Mazurkas. Thus, we conclude that MIF(MR) (Gaussian Mixture Model with
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Independent Full Matrix and with Mean Regulation Standardisation method
applied) is the best model among the candidate models.
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we investigate how mathematical models predict the distribu-
tions of expressive timing within a phrase. The results support the following
statistical conclusions:
1. Clustered models outperform non-clustered models for predicting tempo
variations distribution on the data we tested.
2. The best model in the cross-validation tests is MIF(MR) on the data
we tested. More generally, the model with full covariance matrices is
better than the model with diagonal covariance matrices. The model with
independent covariance matrices for each Gaussian component is better
than the model that has a shared covariance matrix for each Gaussian
components.
3. The number of Gaussian components in the best performing models varies
according to the different pieces.
4. Compared with AIC, BIC has a similar result for model selection.
In Table 3.1 and Table 3.5, we can see that if the standardisation method and
the covariance matrix are engaged, the clustered models outperform the non-
clustered models. From Table 3.1, Table 3.2, Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, we can find
a general conclusion that for the data we tested, F models outperform D models.
Moreover, on average, the order of standardisation methods is MR, LOG, RR
and MVR for the performance of the best performing models. For clustered
models, I models outperform S models. For non-clustered models, N models
outperform C models. Summarising the above conclusions, according to the data
we tested, the model we suggest for modelling expressive timing within a phrase
is the Gaussian Mixture Model with Independent Full covariance matrices and
the engaged standardisation method is Mean Regulation (MIF(MR)).
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Islamey Op.24/2 Op.30/2
N=2 1 0 6
N=4 2 2 2
N=8 3 2 3
N=16 8 1 5
N=32 1 3 0
N=64 0 6 0
N=128 1 2 0
N=256 0 0 0
Table 3.8: The count of the number of times that each number of Gaussian
components appeared in the best performing GMMs in the cross-validation like-
lihood test with each proposed model and standardisation method engaged.
Next we discuss how many Gaussian components are contained in the best
performing models. In fact, if we compare Table 3.2 and Table 3.6, the num-
ber of Gaussian components in the best performing models differ from piece to
piece. In Table 3.8, we count the number of times that each number of Gaussian
components appeared in the best performing GMMs in the cross-validation like-
lihood tests with each proposed models and standardisation method engaged.
From the table we can see that the number of Gaussian components in the best
performing models differ from piece to piece. The reason for such difference
needs further investigation.
To compare the model selection criteria and the negative cross-validation log-
likelihood, we use Spearman’s rho [Spearman, 1904] to measure the correlation
between model selection criteria and the negative cross-validation log-likelihood.
Spearman’s rho does not demand a linear relationship to have a higher corre-
lation. From the correlation coefficient and the significance tests, the BIC and
negative log-likelihood in cross-validation test are more correlated according to
Spearmean’s rho. By this result, we can assert that the BIC can better predict
the model performance in terms of negative cross-validation log-likelihood test.
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3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we used a model selection test to show that the tempo variations
within a phrase can be clustered. We first introduced the pre-processing of the
performance data. The smoothing was introduced for approximating human
perception and the standardisation was used for removing the speed differences
between phrases.
We proposed a few different mathematical models including clustered and
non-clustered models. The frameworks of all the models were based on the
Gaussian model, which is a widely used model for multivariate distribution. We
regulated the covariance matrix and the mean of the non-clustered candidate
models. For the clustered candidate models, we proposed a mixture of non-
clustered models, GMM, and constricted the covariance matrices in GMM by
two ways. We use the Expectation Maximum (EM) algorithm to train the
proposed models with the candidate pieces.
To compare the performances of the candidate models, we used cross-validation
tests to compare the performances of the proposed models. The database was
divided into two datasets: the training and the testing dataset. The proposed
models were trained by the training dataset with EM. Then the candidate mod-
els were evaluated by testing how likely the testing dataset was observed by
the resulting models. This procedure was defined as the cross-validation test.
We then evaluated the candidate models by showing how well the model selec-
tion criteria predicts the performance in cross-validation tests of the candidate
models.
Next, we repeated all the experiments proposed in this chapter for the ex-
emplar piece Islamey to two Chopin Mazurkas. The Chopin Mazurkas have a
more complicated music structure and possibly more varieties in expressive tim-
ing. The validation of the proposed algorithm with the Chopin Mazurkas could
be possibly considered as evidence of potential generalisation of the proposed
algorithm.
From the results of the cross-validation likelihood tests, the model suggested
for clustering expressive timing is the GMM with independent full covariance
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matrices and mean regulation standardisation (MIF(MR)). This result was
confirmed by two pieces of Chopin Mazurkas and our private Islamey database.
It would be interesting to test if this conclusion can be generalised to other
databases.
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Chapter 4
Model Analysis for
Expressive Timing across
Phrases
In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated that it is useful to cluster the expressive
timing. As we discussed in chapter 2, it would be interesting to investigate
how the clusters of tempo variation are chosen by different performers to form
expressive performances. In this chapter, we investigate what factors impact
the decisions about clusters of expressive timing by performers. In other words,
we examine what factors decide the expressive timing of a phrase.
There have been a few attempts at determining suitable expressive timing
for a segment of music, especially for music expression synthesis. The rule-
based system KTH [Friberg et al., 2006] has a set of rules for synthesis per-
formances, including the consideration of the musical score. However, these
rules, according to [Friberg et al., 2006], do not consider the potential impact
on tempo variations by the tempo variations in previous phrases. Widmer
et al. ([Widmer et al., 2010] and [Tobudic and Widmer, 2003b]) discuss how
expression in performed music is formed from musical score. Widmer et al.
[Widmer et al., 2010] proposed making use of empirical data to generate per-
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formance expression by finding parts in the given musical score that are similar
to parts of the training pieces. Moreover, Widmer et al. ([Widmer et al., 2010])
also suggested that a dynamic Bayesian network [Murphy, 2012, p. 631] could
enhance the resulting model, in which case, the sequential of tempo variations
could modelled besides the impact of the score for expressiveness. Moreover,
Todd [Todd, 1992] pointed out that parabolic curves can be used for fitting
tempo variations across different levels of a music structure. As a result, the
tempo variation throughout a phrase is likely to have a slow-fast-slow gesture.
When part of the tempo variation within a phrase is known, we can predict how
to use the slow-fast-slow gesture to predict the tempo variation of the remaining
parts of the phrase.
From previous works, we conclude that there are two major factors to be
considered: the expressive timing in the neighbouring phrase and the position
of phrase in score. To investigate the reasoning of using certain clusters of
expressive timing, we built up mathematical models that describe three vari-
ants for a particular phrase: the cluster used for the previous phrase, the clus-
ter used for the current phrase and the position of the current phrase. We
propose three models according to: 1) Todd’s model [Todd, 1992], which con-
cerns the expressive timing in the neighbouring phrase only, 2) Widmer’s work
[Widmer et al., 2010], which concerns the position of the phrase only and 3)
Widmer’s suggestion [Widmer et al., 2010], which concerns both expressive tim-
ing in the neighbouring phrase and the position of the phrase. Moreover, we
propose a reference model that considers the cluster used for the current phrase,
the cluster used for the previous phrase and the position of the phrase as inde-
pendent variants. We examine how much better the proposed models are than
the reference model for comparison purposes.
Before the discussion about how performers choose clusters of tempo vari-
ations for phrases, we need to know how the clusters are defined. Thus we
first introduce how the intra-phrase tempo variations are clustered according to
the conclusion in Chapter 3. Then we introduce the way to visualise the use
of clusters throughout a piece of performance. This visualisation method also
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motivates the idea of a hierarchical structure in Chapter 5.
From the visualisation of the use of clusters in expressive performances,
we notice that different performers use certain clusters in different ways. To
compare the performance of all the models in the experiment, we use cross
validation methods again. We use observed data to train the candidate models
and then measure how well the resulting models are able to predict unobserved
data. Evaluating the performance of the candidate models is a critical problem
in this experiment hence we need a proper measurement of performance. The
comparison between the candidate models differs from Chapter 3 because the
complexity of the candidate models differs from each other. As a result, we
need a new measurement for model selection. By demonstrating the equivalence
between cross entropy and cross-validation likelihood ([Murphy, 2012, p. 274])
first, we propose a measurement of model selection based on information theory.
Such a measurement can give us extra flexibility to measure the complexity of
different models. The evaluation we propose in this chapter is called cross
entropy ratio, which estimates the efficiency of using observed data to predict
unobserved data according the candidate models.
For selecting a proper model, we also need to test the data-size candidate
of the propose models. The data-size robustness of a model is defined as how
well a model can predict unobserved samples when only very limited samples
are used for training [Xu and Mannor, 2010]. A data-size robust model can be
trained effectively as it needs only a fairly small amount data for training. To
test the data-size robustness of the proposed models, we reduce the availability
of the samples for training and used a cross-validation test to examine the
performances of the resulting models.
Moreover, as the cluster of expressive timing is adapted from the previous
chapter, the database we use in this chapter will be the same as that used in
the previous chapter. We also used our self-annotated Islamey database and
the two public databases of Chopin Mazurkas (Op.24/2 and Op.30/2).
This chapter is organised in the following way. We first introduce the visual-
isation of the resulting clusters of expressive timing. Then we introduce our four
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proposed models in detail and the query likelihood test procedures. We then
propose three model selection criteria to test the performance and robustness of
the proposed models. Finally, we give possible conclusions for choosing clusters
of expressive timing in a piece of performance.
4.1 Tempo Variegation Map
4.1.1 Clustering of expressive timing
To investigate what factors impact the choice of clusters of expressive timing,
we first need to make a hypothesis. In this section, we introduce a visualisation
tool for observing the choice of clusters of expressive timing. This visualisation
tool will help us to propose four candidate models in this chapter.
Before discussing how to visualise the use of clusters of expressive timing,
we use the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) proposed in Chapter 3 to cluster
the expressive timing within a phrase first. First, let us recall that the model
we suggested for clustering expressive timing within a phrase is a GMM with
Independent Full covariance matrices and with standardisation of the Mean
Regulation engaged (MIF(MR)). Then recalling the definition of GMM with
Independent Full covariance matrices (MIF) in equation (3.16), the mathemat-
ical definition of the proposed model is:
p(τi) =
A∑
a=1
piaN (τi|µa,Σfulla ). (4.1)
If we use τ∗i to represent the cluster that τi belongs to, we have
τ∗i = arg maxpiaN (τi|µa,Σfulla ). (4.2)
In other words, the expressive timing within a phrase is clustered into the cluster
that has the highest posterior probability to the respective Gaussian component.
Suppose there are A Gaussian components in the GMMs we proposed, then
we can use numbers from 1 to A to represent the clusters that are associated
with each Gaussian component. If we use a row vector to represent clusters used
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by performers throughout a piece of performance. The vector (
−→
Cm) represents
the clusters of expressive timing used throughout the mth performance in the
database. For each phrase in the mth performance, we use Cmn to represent the
cluster used for the nth phrase. As a result, we can write
−→
Cm = (Cm1, Cm2, . . .).
Suppose we have a database that has M performances and there are N phrases
in each performance, we can use a matrix C to represent the clusters used by
different performers throughout a piece of performance in a database. Thus we
have
C =

−→
C1
−→
C2
...
−−→
CM

=

C11, C12, . . . , C1N
C21, C22, . . . , C2N
...
...
. . .
...
CM1, CM2, . . . , CMN

. (4.3)
As we have A clusters, Cmn ∈ [1, A] and Cmn ∈ N+. Although C shows the
usage of clusters of expressive timing in different phrases across different per-
formances, a matrix is more difficult for observation compared with a diagram.
Next we are going to convert matrix C to a diagram.
4.1.2 Colour assignment for the clusters of expressive tim-
ing
A straightforward method to convert a matrix to a diagram involves using a
colour matrix. Each element in the matrix is represented by a small coloured
block. The colour of each block is chosen according to the value of the element.
In our proposed visualisation method, we use this method to convert matrix
C. The resulting diagram is called the Tempo Variegation Map (TVM). We
use the Chopin Mazurka Op.24/2 to show how these colour assignments help us
observation the use of clusters of expressive timing.
As seen in Table 3.6a, we use M8IF(MR) to cluster the expressive timing
within a phrase in Chopin Mazurka Op.24/2. The resulting centroids of each
cluster are shown in Figure 4.1. In this section, we see two different visualisa-
tions with two different colour schemes. Each colour scheme selects the colour
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Figure 4.1: Centroids of the clusters of expressive timing in Chopin Mazurka
Op.24/2.
according to different criteria. See Appendix B for a detailed description of the
colour schemes used.
The criteria we selected for the colour schemes presented are the shape of
the centroids and the acceleration rates of the centroids. Figure 4.2 shows
the resulting TVM based on the colour scheme concerning the shapes of the
resulting centroids. In this figure, centroids with similar shapes are shown with
similar colours. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting TVM based on the colour scheme
concerning the acceleration rates of the resulting centroids. Green represents
centroids slowing down at the end of a phrase, whereas blue represents centroids
speeding up at the end of a phrase. There are three parts in Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.3. The top part shows the TVM, the middle part shows the colour
of each cluster and the bottom part shows the centroids of clustered expressive
timing with the colour assigned. The indexes of clusters in both diagrams
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Figure 4.2: Tempo Variegation Map (TVM) and the colours of the clusters of ex-
pressive timing, colouring scheme considers the shape of the resulting centroids.
The indexes of clusters correspond to cluster index in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Tempo Variegation Map (TVM) and the colours of the clusters of
expressive timing, colouring scheme considers the accelerate rate of the resulting
centroids. The indexes of clusters correspond to cluster index in Figure 4.1.
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correspond to the indexes used in Figure 4.1.
However, because many criteria can be considered to assign different colours
to different clusters, it would be interesting to investigate how to assign colours
to clusters of expressive timing. With a different colouring scheme, different
observations can be made, leading to different musicological hypotheses.
In a TVM, each row represents a piece of a performance, and each block
represents a phrase within the performance. By observing TVMs row by row,
we can determine how a performer uses different clusters of expressive timing
throughout a piece of a performance. Each column in the TVMs represents
a specific phrase in a piece of music. If we observe a single column in the
TVMs, we can compare how different performers vary their expressive timing
for the same phrase. There are several other ways to observe TVMs. In the
next section, we will make a few hypotheses based on the observations shown
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1.3 Observations of TVMs
In this section, a few observations of Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are presented.
We first start with Figure 4.2. The colouring scheme in Figure 4.2 represents the
shapes of centroids. From the resulting TVMs, we notice that different shapes
of centroids are distributed in different positions. For example, between phrase
6 to phrase 9, cluster 3 is commonly used. Cluster 1 is commonly used between
phrase 15 to phrase 21. Cluster 2 are the most common cluster in phrase 27
and 28. In phrase 29 and phrase 30, all performers choose cluster 8. With these
observations, we can hypothesise the factors that impact the choice of clusters
of expressive timing for a phrase.
In Figure 4.4, we show the count of the use of clusters of expressive timing
in the Mazurka database for different phrases in Mazurka (Op.24/2). From this
diagram, we notice that the use of clusters of expressive timing differs from
phrase to phrase. This observation demonstrates a conclusion made by Spiro
[Spiro et al., 2010], who showed that the variations of expressive timing differ
according to the position in the performance. With this observation in mind,
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we propose a model called a Positional Model (PM) that hypothesises that the
use of clusters of expressive timing is impacted by the positions of the phrases
in a piece of performance.
Figure 4.4: The count of the use of clusters of expressive timing in different
phrases. The colours of the blocks for counting correspond to the clusters of
expressive timing demonstrated in the bottom part of Figure 4.2.
In Figure 4.2, we also find that some clusters are often followed by another.
For example, cluster 5 is often followed by cluster 6 throughout the piece. So we
want to examine which clusters are used after a particular cluster of expressive
timing is used in the previous phrase. In order words, we want to count how
many times each colour of blocks appear after a specific colour block. Figure
4.5 shows the distribution of clusters of expressive timing after each cluster of
expressive timing. For easier observation, we use the colour of the cluster of
expressive timing to represent the count of the use of a respective cluster of
expressive timing.
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Figure 4.5: The count of the use of clusters of expressive timing after a cluster
of expressive timing is used in the previous phrase. The colours of the blocks
for counting correspond to the clusters of expressive timing demonstrated in the
bottom part of Figure 4.2.
From the digram, we notice that if a cluster is used for a phrase, the distri-
bution of clusters of expressive timing for the next phrase is impacted by the
cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase. For example, if cluster
8 in Figure 4.5 is used in a phrase, then it is likely cluster 8 will be used again in
the next phrase. However, if cluster 7 is used in a phrase, clusters 1, 2, 3, 5 and
7 are likely to be used for the next phrase and cluster 8 is never used. This fact
suggests that a cluster of expressive timing used for a phrase impacts on the
choice of the cluster of expressive timing in the next phrase. Consequently we
propose a candidate model called a Sequential Model (SM) that hypothesises
the use of a cluster of expressive timing is impacted by the cluster of expressive
timing used in the previous phrase.
Sometimes, a particular cluster (such as cluster 7) can be followed by dif-
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Figure 4.6: The count of the use of clusters of expressive timing in different
phrases after a cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase in the
first half of performance. The colours of blocks for counting correspond to the
clusters of expressive timing demonstrated in the bottom part of Figure 4.2.
ferent clusters according to the position of a phrase. For example, cluster 7 is
likely to be followed by cluster 3 in phrase 5 whereas in phrase 22, cluster 7
is likely to be followed by cluster 5 instead. In Figure 4.6, if we only analyse
the first half part of performance, the distribution of the clusters of expressive
timing after each cluster used in the previous phrase is different than the dis-
tribution of clusters in the whole performance. For example, if cluster 1 is used
in a phrase, another cluster 1 is likely to be followed but cluster 5 is more likely
to be used in the next phrase if only the first half of performance is consid-
ered. Moreover, cluster 8 does not even appear in the first half of performance.
Based on such observations, we build up a Joint Model (JM) that hypothe-
ses in a phrase, the use of cluster of expressive timing is affected by both the
cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase and the position of the
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phrase in the performance. This candidate model was also proposed by Widmer
[Widmer et al., 2010].
Based on the observations in Figure 4.2, we hypothesise that the choice
of clusters of expressive timing is affected by different factors. Based on the
observations in Figure 4.3, which presents the acceleration rates of centroids,
we can form a different hypothesis. The results observed in Figure 4.3 may
be related to the changes in expressive timing within a phrase. Similar to the
results in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 shows that different performers use common
sets of clusters. We count the number of times each cluster is used in each
phrase (Figure 4.7). Unlike in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.7 shows how the expressive
timing commonly changes within each phrase.
Figure 4.7: The count of the use of clusters of expressive timing at different
phrases. The colours of blocks for counting is corresponding to the clusters of
expressive timing demonstrated in the bottom part of Figure 4.3.
If we examine Figure 4.7 and the information of music structure provided in
the Mazurka database, we find an interesting phenomenon. Except at the be-
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ginning and the ending of the performance, there are two important boundaries
of music structure marked by the database. The first one is marked at the end
of phrase 14, the second one is marked at the end of phrase 22. We mark both
phrases in a red frame in Figure 4.7. We noticed that the clusters used by the
performers in phrase 14 and phrase 22 are cluster 3, 6 and 7. All used clusters
show a deceleration of tempo values as shown in Figure 4.2. Moreover, at the
end of the performance, all performers use cluster 8, which has the strongest
deceleration at the end of phrase among all clusters. This fact suggests that as
they approach a music structure boundary, the performer tends to reduce their
tempo. Similarly, the parabolic regression of tempo variations in [Todd, 1992]
also shows the deceleration of tempo at the end of a music structure.
In the present chapter, we will examine how the choice of clusters of expres-
sive timing is impacted by different factors. The candidate models are based on
the observations of Figure 4.2. We shall make use of the observations of Figure
4.3 in Chapter 5.
4.2 Inter-phrase Expressiveness Models
Before evaluating the proposed models, we give details about the candidate
models. The data provided for training the proposed models are the elements
in matrix C (defined in section 4.1.1, namely each row in matrix C represents the
clusters of expressive timing used for a particular position in the performance),
which is used to represent the use of clusters of expressive timing in the whole
database. There are four candidate models for our analysis.
As in the candidate models of SM and JM, there are two clusters of expressive
timing involved: one cluster of expressive timing for the current phrase analysed
and another cluster of expressive timing for the previous phrase of the phrase
analysed. For simplicity, we use TP2 to represent the cluster of expressive
timing used in the phrase analysed and we use TP1 to represent the cluster of
expressive timing used in the previous phrase of the phrase we analysed. We
use the form (TP1,TP2) to represent the clusters of expressive timing in the
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two successive phrases. In the candidate models of PM and JM, the position
feature refers to the position in the music score. We use numbers to index the
phrases in a piece of performance according to the order of the phrases. As the
candidate models consider different aspects, we investigate the distribution of
p(TP1,TP2,position) according the candidate models to compare the different
candidate models.
Now we introduce the candidate models. Besides the candidate models in-
troduced in section 4.1.3, we also introduce a reference model, namely the Inde-
pendent Model (IM) that hypothesises both the cluster of expressive timing in
the previous phrase of the phrase analysed and the position of the phrase in the
performance do not impact on the cluster of expressive timing in the phrases
analysed. All candidate models are illustrated in Figure 4.8.
• Independent Model (IM)
The independent model (as illustrated by Figure 4.8a) assumes that the
cluster of expressive timing applied for each phrase is independent from
the cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase and from the
position of the current phrase in a performance. As a result, the distri-
bution of p(TP1,TP2,position) can be estimated by the multiplication of
the distribution of p(TP1), p(TP2) and p(position). This is because the
joint probability distribution of event A and B can be estimated by the
multiplication of the probability distributions of event A and event B if
events A and B are independent of each other (e.g. p(A,B) = p(A)×p(B)
if A ⊥ B). Namely,
p(TP1,TP2,position) = p(TP1)× p(TP2)× p(position). (4.4)
• Positional Model (PM)
This model assumes the cluster of expressive timing employed in a partic-
ular phrase depends on the music structural information alone. As showed
in Figure 4.8b, the cluster of expressive timing used in a phrase is indepen-
dent of the cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase. So the
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(a) Independent Model (IM)
(b) Positional Model (PM)
(c) Sequential Model (SM)
(d) Joint Model (JM)
Figure 4.8: The candidate models for the usage of clusters of expressive timing
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joint distribution of p(TP1,TP2,position) can be estimated by the multi-
plication of the probability distribution of p(TP1) and the joint probability
distribution of p(TP2,position), e.g.
p(TP1,TP2,position) = p(TP1)× p(TP2,position). (4.5)
• Sequential Model (SM)
As can be seen in Figure 4.8c, this model assumes that the cluster of
expressive timing used for a particular phrase depends on the previous
tempo pattern and thus is independent of the position of the phrase in
a performance. The joint distribution of p(TP1,TP2,position) can be
estimated as the multiplication of the joint probability distribution of the
clusters of expressive timing in two successive phrases p(TP1,TP2) and
the probability distribution of the position in a piece of score p(position).
In other words,
p(TP1,TP2,position) = p(TP1,TP2)× p(position). (4.6)
• Joint Model (JM)
The joint model assumes that the choice of the cluster of expressive timing
for a particular phrase depends on both the cluster of expressive timing
used in the previous phrase and the position of the current phrase in the
performance. The structure of this model is shown in Figure 4.8d. The
probability mass distribution can be estimated by the frequency count of
the clusters of expressive timing used in the two successive phrases and
the position of the phrase jointly:
p(TP1,TP2,position) = histogram count(TP1,TP2,position). (4.7)
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4.3 Model Evaluation
In this section, we introduce the experiment we proposed for evaluating the
proposed models and the measurement we proposed. In the past research
[Madsen and Widmer, 2006], Madsen and Widmer converted the expressive tim-
ing patterns to a string. This fact suggests that the query likelihood for a
language model ([Manning et al., 2009, ch. 12]) can be used for analysing ex-
pressive timing. In the query likelihood test, we first train the candidate mod-
els with the elements in matrix C. Then we use the elements in matrix C
to query the probability of observing matrix C, which is called a query likeli-
hood [Manning et al., 2009, ch. 12]. To avoid the overfitting problem, similar
to Chapter 3, we apply cross-validation for testing the performance of the can-
didate models. The training dataset in the cross-validation test is formed by
selecting different columns in matrix C (defined in section 4.1.1). However, as
the complexity of the candidate models are different to each other, but this is
not considered by the query likelihood, we need to find a measurement of the
model performance that considers the complexity of the candidate models. We
will introduce the criteria for model selection in the second part of this section.
4.3.1 Query likelihood test
The general idea of a query likelihood test [Manning et al., 2009, ch. 12] is to
use a certain number of samples to train a candidate model and then to query
the probability of observing either the same or different datasets according to
the resulting model. Particularly in this chapter, we also use five-fold cross-
correlation. We firstly use four-fifths of the data to train the candidate models
and then the remaining one-fifth of the data is used to query the probability to
be observed (called query likelihood in short).
One of the major problems of the query likelihood test is the zero probability
problem, where, if there are no samples for a particular type of sample in the
dataset, there is a “0” probability point in the resulting models, regardless of
how the candidate models are designed. However, if there is such a sample that
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does not exist in the dataset, the probability of observing the testing dataset
for all the candidate models become 0, which makes the resulting performance
of all the candidate models become equal, thus it is impossible to select the best
model amongst the candidate models. This is known as the zero probability
problem [Murphy, 2012, p. 79].
To solve the zero probability problem, we use a Bayesian estimation in the
training process [Koller and Friedman, 2009, p. 733]. The Bayesian estimation
allows the resulting models to rely on both the training dataset and a prior
probability distribution. In our experiment, we use the “add-one” smoothing
[Murphy, 2012, p. 79], which uses Dirichlet distribution with n samples and an
alpha factor α = 1, where all points counted for probability mass have a uniform
distribution as the prior probability distribution. Unlike the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation (MLE) method [Koller and Friedman, 2009, p. 717], which is
purely reliant on the training set, Bayesian estimation can avoid the zero prob-
ability problem when there are some samples that exist in the testing dataset
but not in the training dataset.
4.3.2 Model selection criteria
In this section, we propose some model selection criteria. As we discussed, the
model selection criteria in this section should consider the complexity of the
candidate models. First, we show the equivalence between some measurements
in information theory and query likelihood. Then we propose the model selection
criteria used in this experiment.
To start with, we present a process of calculating a query likelihood. We
use {at−1, at, bt} to represent a sample t in the dataset of a query likelihood
test that uses the cluster at−1 of expressive timing in the previous phrase (TP1)
and the cluster at of expressive timing in the current phrase (TP2) at posi-
tion bt. A dataset P containing n samples can thus be represented as a set
{{a1, a2, b2}, {a2, b3, c3}, ...{an, an+1, bn+1}}. If the samples in this dataset cor-
respond to a piece of performance, the first sample corresponds to the second
phrase in the performance, as there must be a previous phrase for a sample. As
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a result, there are n + 1 phrases in the performance. In other words, the first
phrase of a performance is not taken into consideration in the training process
as there is no “previous phrase”. Now suppose there are n samples in the test-
ing dataset. We use qijk to represent the probability that TP1 uses cluster i of
expressive timing, while TP2 uses tempo pattern j and TP2 represents phrase
k (at−1 = i, at = j, bt = k) in the training dataset; the query likelihood QT is
then:
QT =
n∏
t=1
qat−1atbt . (4.8)
In practice, to ensure the precision of calculation we usually transfer the
multiplication of probability to a sum of the log-scale probability in order to
calculate the average log-query likelihood per sample LogQT :
LogQT =
n∑
t=1
log2(qat−1atbt). (4.9)
To make the query likelihood of different sizes of the testing set comparable,
we average the query likelihood on a per sample basis. Furthermore, if we use
pijk to represent the probability of {at−1 = i, at = j, b = k} and there are
n samples in the dataset, the number of samples ({at−1 = i, at = j, b = k}) is
n∗pijk. Thus, if we have A clusters of expressive timing and there are K phrases
in a piece of performance, the average log-query probability can be presented
as:
LogQT =
1
n
A∑
i=1
A∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
log2(qijk) ∗ n ∗ pijk =
A∑
i=1
A∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
pijk log2(qijk). (4.10)
Cross-entropy is a concept in information theory [Murphy, 2012, p. 249].
If we are using a model Q, whose probability distribution is {q1, q2, ...qn} to
encode a series of symbols P, whose probability distribution is {p1, p2, ..., pn},
the cross-entropy is how many bits on average are required to code a symbol in
P. The cross-entropy is defined as:
Hcross = −
n∑
i=1
pi log2(qi). (4.11)
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Comparing (4.10) and (4.11), if we use a single letter i to replace the sub-
scription ijk, the average query log-likelihood has the same form of cross-entropy
with only a sign difference. The cross-entropy shows how many bits on average
represent a symbol in a testing dataset P with a coding system from a training
dataset Q. However, as the difficulties of encoding the testing dataset P varies
with the entropy of the testing set P, it is fair to compare how many extra bits
are required for coding the testing dataset P with the training dataset Q com-
pared with the optimised coding scheme designed for P, which is the difference
between the cross-entropy and entropy of P,
Hcross −HP =
n∑
i=1
{pilog2(qi)− pilog2(pi)} =
n∑
i=1
pilog2(
qi
pi
). (4.12)
The difference between the cross-entropy and testing set entropy has the
same form as the KL divergence. The KL divergence [Murphy, 2012, p. 58]
from a probability distribution Q to a probability distribution P is defined as:
KLDiv(P,Q) =
n∑
i=1
pilog2
qi
pi
. (4.13)
The KL divergence, or relative entropy, is a measure of how different a
probability distribution Q is when compared to a probability distribution P.
The KL divergence is non-negative, but it is not a strict distance metric because
KLDiv(P,Q) 6≡ KLDiv(Q,P ).
The KL divergence shows how many extra bits are required when using a
training dataset Q to encode a testing dataset P. This considers the complexity
of the testing set.
The KL divergence considers the complexity of the training dataset and
assumes the complexity of the tasks for different models are similar. However,
in this chapter, the candidate models have different dependencies and thus the
complexity of the training processes differ from each other. We need a model
selection criterion that normalises the complexity of the training dataset. We
propose evaluating the resulting models by the cross-entropy ratio ∆. The cross-
entropy ratio represents what data cost is incurred when we use Q to encode P
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compared to using an optimised coding system P, e.g.
∆ =
KLDiv
HP
. (4.14)
4.4 Results
In this section, we show how the candidate models perform in the query likeli-
hood test and we then discuss the robustness of the models. The data we used
for training the models is effectively based on the TVM. The GMM used to ob-
tain the TVMs isMIF(MR), which is the best model in Chapter 3. The number
of Gaussian components varies from piece to piece, and is chosen according to
the best results in the cross-validation test in Chapter 3. So the TVMs we used
in this chapter are the best results of the GMMs that performed best in the
cross-validation tests in Chapter 3 for each testing piece.
The database we use is the Islamey database and two Chopin’s Mazurkas
(Op.24/2 and Op.30/2) in the Chopin Mazurka dataset, which is the same as in
Chapter 3. In Table 4.1, we list the performance of the candidate models accord-
ing to three proposed model selection criteria. The models used for clustering
the expressive timing within a phrase are: M2IF(MR) (for Islamey), M8IF(MR)
(for Chopin Op.24/2) and M4IF(MR) (for Chopin Op.30/2).
For all three of the model selection criteria in Table 4.1, a smaller value
indicates a better model. According to the data shown in Table 4.1, the best
performing model is JM. SM is the second best model, with marginal improve-
ments over IM, while PM is the worst performing model amongst all the candi-
date models. All three model selection criteria reach an agreement that JM is
the best model amongst the candidate models.
Next, we show the data-size robustness of the candidate models. The data-
size robustness of our models is defined as the performance reduction of each
model in response to the size reduction of the training dataset. To evaluate
the impact of the number of samples for training, we appoint different numbers
of performances to form the training dataset. For a specific number of train-
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Criterion
Model
IM PM SM JM
Cross-Entropy 7.17 7.64 7.06 6.80
KL Divergence 0.97 1.45 0.86 0.61
Cross-Entropy Ratio 0.16 0.23 0.14 0.10
(a) Islamey
Criterion
Model
IM PM SM JM
Cross-Entropy 10.63 13.31 9.69 7.74
KL Divergence 4.22 6.90 3.24 1.36
Cross-Entropy Ratio 0.66 1.08 0.51 0.20
(b) Chopin, Op.24/2
Criterion
Model
IM PM SM JM
Cross-Entropy 5.80 6.60 5.60 4.92
KL Divergence 1.69 2.49 1.49 0.81
Cross-Entropy Ratio 0.41 0.60 0.36 0.19
(c) Chopin, Op.30/2
Table 4.1: Comparison between the models that predict the use of clusters. All
three model selection criteria use a smaller value to indicate a better model
performance. IM, PM, SM and JM are defined in section 4.2. The bold value
indicates the best performance of the candidate models.
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ing performances, we randomly selected the training piece for several times to
remove possible bias.
We list the robustness test results of the three model selection criteria for the
three test pieces in Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. In all the figures,
the x-axis represent the number of samples used for training. The left end of
the axis represents the case where very limited data are used for training the
candidate models. The y-axis in this diagram represents the performances of
the candidate models. A higher value represents a worse performance of models.
So a data-size robust model should be shown as a horizontal line in Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. On the other hand, a less size-data robust model
should be shown as a curve whose left-hand raise rapidly.
According to Table 4.1, JM is the best model. So we firstly discuss the
data-size robustness of the JM. We notice that JM is the least data-size robust
model amongst the candidate models, regardless of the candidate pieces. For
Islamey, the JM is beaten by other models when less than about 30% of the
performances are used for training. The data-size robustness of JM improves
for both Chopin Mazurkas, where JM outperforms the other models when more
than 5% of the performances are used for training.
The SM model is more data-size robust than the JM. SM is the best model
for Islamey when less data (< 40%) is available for training. In the two Chopin
Mazurkas, the model selection criteria show that SM is more robust than the
JM. The IM is even more data-size robust than the SM. For the two Chopin
Mazurkas, the IM outperforms other models when there are severely less data
for training (only one piece of performance is used for training).
As a conclusion, we suggest JM to be the model that can best decide the
use of clusters of expressive timing. In extreme cases, if there is a very limited
amount of data, we suggest SM should be used instead of JM.
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(a) Cross-Entropy (b) KL Divergence (c) Cross-Entropy Ratio
Figure 4.9: Inter-phrase tempo pattern usage modelling comparison for the
Islamey database. A smaller value indicates a better model.
(a) Cross-Entropy (b) KL Divergence (c) Cross-Entropy Ratio
Figure 4.10: Inter-phrase tempo pattern usage modelling comparison for the
Chopin Op.24/2 database. A smaller value indicates a better model.
(a) Cross-Entropy (b) KL Divergence (c) Cross-Entropy Ratio
Figure 4.11: Inter-phrase tempo pattern usage modelling comparison for the
Chopin Op.30/2 database. A smaller value indicates a better model.
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4.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the experiment results from three different aspects.
We first compare the three model selection criteria and then discuss the perfor-
mances of the candidate models in order to make a conclusion about modelling
the usage of inter-phrase tempo patterns. Finally we discuss the data-size ro-
bustness of the candidate models.
4.5.1 Model criteria comparison
In Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, the KL divergence and the cross-
entropy ratio share a similar change with the change of the training dataset size.
The models perform worse at both ends of the curves than in the middle part
of the curves when too less or too much data forms the training dataset. The
reasons that a very small or a very large training dataset results in bad model
performance vary. If there is a very small training dataset, the data we used for
training may not have the same distribution of the whole dataset we have, thus
the resulting model is not necessarily generalised to the unobserved data or the
testing dataset. On the other hand, if we use a very large training dataset, there
are less data available to form the testing dataset, but the testing dataset may
not have the same distribution as the whole dataset we have. As a result, even if
the model we obtained from the training dataset can be generalised, the model
selection criteria may indicate a worse model due to the different distribution
of the testing dataset.
The cross-entropy hardly shows increase of model selection criterion when
a larger training dataset is used, as the cross-entropy does not consider the
complexity of the testing dataset. Comparing Figure 4.9a with Figure 4.9b and
Figure 4.9c, cross-entropy fails to increase with the drop in model performance
for the Islamey. Even for the two Chopin Mazurkas, cross-entropy shows a weak
response to the model performance when larger training datasets are used.
When we choose the training performances randomly to form the training
dataset, there is no way to ensure that all styles of expressive timing are balanced
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in the selection. Considering we only repeat the experiment fairly small number
of times (at most 100 times, but the possible formation of the training could
be larger than 1016 according to different databases), it is possible that there is
a lack of expressive style balance for the training dataset we randomly formed.
As a possible result, the curves (Figure 4.9b, Figure 4.10b and Figure 4.11b)
representing KL divergence reflect some small rapid changes. On the other hand,
we find that the curves of the cross-entropy ratio are usually more “smooth”
than the KL divergence curve. This fact suggests that the cross-entropy ratio
can help to reduce the randomness effects as the cross-entropy ratio measures
how much percentage of coding length is required rather than how much extra
coding length is required (which is measured by the KL divergence).
4.5.2 Model performance
Although the model selection criteria we used evaluate the candidate models
from different aspects, an agreement is reached by different model selection
criteria. If there are enough training data, the JM outperforms the other models.
SM in general is worse than JM but is more data-size robust than JM. IM is
the most data-size robust model and if there are severely little data available
for training, IM outperforms the other models for the three testing pieces in our
experiments. The PM model, regardless of data-size robustness, is the worst
model amongst the proposed models.
The rank of candidate models suggests that for inter-phrase expressive tim-
ing patterns of a particular phrase, the position in the music score must be
considered with the expressive timing in the previous phrase. If we generalise
the case a little bit, it is possible to assert that a reasonable model for inter-
phrase expressive timing should consider both the cluster used in the previous
phrase and the position of the phrase. Particularly, the cluster of expressive tim-
ing used in this phrase may be more decisive than the position of the phrase,
since the position of phrase may not work well as an independent factor.
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4.5.3 Data-size robustness of the models
The data-size robustness of the proposed models varies according to the different
pieces selected. From the respect of mathematics, we expect that a model with
more parameters would be less data-size robust. However, in this experiment,
we find this general mathematical principle does not work as expected. Assume
we have n Gaussian components for clustering the intra-phrase expressive timing
and there are m phrases, if we use o(M) to present the number of parameters
in model M, the number of parameters in the proposed models are:
o(IM) = m; (4.15)
o(PM) = mn; (4.16)
o(SM) = n2; (4.17)
o(JM) = mn2. (4.18)
Consider the GMM we used for intra-phrase expressive timing clustering,
we use Table 4.2 to show the number of parameters in all the candidate models
for all the testing pieces we used. According to the way we define data-size
robustness in this chapter, we use the ratio between the left end (unless specified)
and the minimum point of the cross-entropy ratio to measure the robustness of
the candidate models. The left end of the curves represents effectively the case
that only 1 piece of performance is used as the training dataset. This measure
is shown in Table 4.3. As the Chopin Op.30/2 has fewer phrases than the other
piece, there are fewer training samples available. We also show the case that
four performances are selected to form the training dataset in Table 4.3 for the
purpose of comparison.
In Table 4.3, the data-size robustness of the proposed models differs from
piece to piece. Although the smallest training dataset of Islamey has the most
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Pieces Model Number of Phrases IM PM SM JM
Islamey M2IF(MR) 40 2 80 4 160
Chopin Op.24/2 M8IF(MR) 30 8 240 64 1920
Chopin Op.30/2 M4IF(MR) 8 4 32 16 128
Table 4.2: The number of parameters in all the candidate models for the different
testing pieces.
Pieces Training Performance/Samples IM PM SM JM
Islamey 1/40 1.20 1.91 1.21 4.86
Chopin Op.24/2 1/30 1.09 1.02 1.37 3.33
Chopin Op.30/2 1/8 1.20 1.09 1.48 3.31
Chopin Op.30/2 4/32 1.07 1.02 1.17 1.80
Table 4.3: The measures of data-size robustness for all candidate samples.
A smaller number indicates a more robust model. The training perfor-
mance/samples represents the number of data samples in the smallest training
dataset.
training samples, the resulting models are less data-size robust. This fact sug-
gests that the some pieces are harder to model than other pieces. In this case,
training for Islamey is harder than for the two Chopin Mazurkas because the
model performs as less data-size robust when the number of training samples is
about the same.
If we observe the rank of model complexity in Table 4.2 and the model
robustness in Table 4.3, we notice that the rank of model complexity and model
robustness are not necessarily the same. For example, the robustness ranks of
PM (1) and SM (2) for Chopin Op.24/2 are higher than their complexity ranks
(2 and 3 respectively). This fact suggests that the position of the phrase in
the music score and the expressive timing in the previous phrase improve the
modelling process for certain pieces, although our experiments show that the
position of the phrase only decides the cluster of expressive timing for a phrase
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joint with the cluster of expressive timing in the previous phrase.
4.6 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, we suggested a model to cluster the expressive timing throughout
a phrase. If we use the model we proposed to cluster the expressive timing and
we use colour blocks to visualise the distribution of the clusters, we obtain a
diagram called a Tempo Variegation Map (TVM). By examining the TVM, we
find there are two possible factors affecting the distribution of the cluster of
expressive timing: the position of the phrase and the expressive timing in the
previous phrase. In this chapter, we investigated how these two factors affect the
choice of cluster of expressive timing for a particular phrase in a performance.
We built four Bayesian graphical models to explore the possible dependencies
of tempo on music structural information and temporal information: the Inde-
pendent Model (IM), the Positional Model (PM), the Sequential Model (SM)
and the Joint Model (JM). The independent model assumes that the expres-
sive timing in a phrase is independent to the expressive timing in the previous
phrase and the position of the phrase. The positional model assumes that it is
the position of the phrase that influences the choice of the cluster of expressive
timing. The sequential model assumes that the expressive timing in a phrase
is effected by the expressive timing in the previous phrase. The joint model
assumes the choice of tempo pattern to be employed is affected by both the
expressive timing in the previous phrase and the position of the phrase.
To evaluate the performance of our candidate models we used observed data,
which contain the joint distribution of sequential tempo pattern pairs and music
structure, to query the probability of appearance of the data unobserved by the
candidate models. This method is similar to the query model likelihood test in
language model evaluation (Chapter 12, [Manning et al., 2009]).
Unlike the model evaluation in Chapter 3, the complexity of the four can-
didate models differ from each other. In this chapter, we used cross-entropy,
Kullback-Leibler divergence and cross-entropy ratio to evaluate the candidate
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models. These model selection criteria can be defined from coding length prin-
ciples in information theory.
We used these model selection criteria to test the data-size robustness of
the proposed samples. We varied the availability of training samples to test the
data-size robustness of the candidate models. We also vary the availability of
the number of tempo patterns to test the capacity of the proposed models. We
also overviewed how the intra-phrase tempo variation clustering impacts the
inter-phrase expression modelling process.
In this chapter, we used query likelihood test to compare four different
Bayesian graphical models for inter-phrase expressive timing. The candidate
models considered different dependencies of expressive timing on the position of
the phrase and the expressive timing in the previous phrase. We proposed three
different model selection criteria then compared the models performances.
The JM model, which considers both the position the phrase and the ex-
pressive timing in the previous phrase for deciding the expressive timing in the
current phrase, outperformed the other models in terms of model performance.
Moreover, the model assuming that the expressive timing of a phrase depends
on only the position of the phrase performed dramatically worse than the other
models. This fact suggests that the position of the phrase may only affect ex-
pressive timing with a consideration of the expressive timing in the previous
phrase.
We also tested the data-size robustness of the proposed models in order to
consider the case where only very limited data are available for training. The
results show that the effects of the position of the phrase and the expressive
timing in the previous phrase vary from piece to piece. This fact suggests that
the position of the phrase and the expressive timing in the previous phrase also
affects different pieces of music differently.
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Chapter 5
The Hierarchical Structure
of Expressive Timing
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that expressive timing within a phrase can
be clustered. However, as past works have shown, the clustering analysis can
be applied to various lengths of music. For example, the unit used by Spiro
et al. [Spiro et al., 2010] is a bar; the unit used by Madsen and Widmer
[Madsen and Widmer, 2006] is half an bar. According to Todd [Todd, 1992], the
expressive timing within different units may have hierarchical relationships. To-
budic and Widmer [Widmer and Tobudic, 2003] proposed a hierarchical system
that synthesises expressiveness. In this chapter, we propose some experiments
to demonstrate whether an analysis that considers a hierarchical relationship be-
tween different units outperforms better than the analysis that fails to consider
hierarchical relationships.
Before investigating if a hierarchical structure in analysis may help the per-
formance of the analysis, we firstly show the existence of a hierarchical rela-
tionship for expressive timing by comparing the centroids of clustering of intra-
phrase expressive timing. Examining the centroids of clusters with the doubled
phrase length, we find that the centroids of clusters with doubled phrase length
can be constructed from the centroids of clusters with the shorter phrase lengths.
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This fact suggests there is a potential hierarchical relationship that exists for
expressive timing.
To test the performance of a candidate hierarchical structure for analysis,
we propose a method that converts expressive timing into the probability that
every beat in a performance locates a boundary of music structure. Before intro-
ducing the method we proposed, we show the link between music structure and
expressive timing. From the observation of Tempo Variegation Maps (TVMs)
in section 4.1.3, there are certain phrases in which performers reach an agree-
ment of the variations of expressive timing. We will examine the distribution of
clusters of expressive timing in TVMs again to justify if the phrases at the end
of a section in a performance may have a slowing down of tempo during their
final beats. The potential links between expressive timing and music structure
could be applied inversely: a deceleration in expressive timing may indicate a
higher probability of locating a musical structure boundary at that point.
Thus, we propose a method that asserts the probability of locating a music
structure boundary for every beat in the performance. This method uses win-
dows of different sizes to detect the local minimum points in tempo variations.
The methodology of using different sizes of windows is widely used in music
information retrieval (such as [Yang et al., 2015]) for processing audio signals.
Moreover, we can use different sets of windows to adapt different hierarchical
structure in the analysis. As a result, evaluating the models corresponding to
different sets of windows is equivalent to evaluating how much different hierar-
chical structures will help the analysis of expressive timing.
To evaluate the resulting models, we propose two tests. The first test uses
the same principle of query likelihood. We use the music structure boundaries
as the ground truth to query the resulting models in terms of how likely the
ground truth is observed according to the resulting models. This test shows
which structure helps to detect the boundaries of music structure according to
expressive timing. The second test investigates which structure of analysis in
expressive timing helps to show the similarity between performances from the
same performer, or, in other words, same-performer renderings. According to
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[Sapp, 2008], the ‘same-performer rendering’ should have similar expressive tim-
ing style. Thus, we design an experiment that compares the resulting models
from same-performer renderings. We expect the models incorporating hierarchi-
cal structure to outperform the models without hierarchical structure to create
more similar models from the same-performer renderings than from other perfor-
mances. Thus, both tests will provide the evidence that a model for expressive
timing should consider hierarchical structure in general.
The experiment of comparing same-performer rendering demands a larger
database that contains a certain number of same-performer renderings. Further-
more, as the algorithm converting the original expressive timing into models does
not require the identical length of phrases throughout a piece of performance,
the lengths of phrases in the candidate pieces need not be consistent. Moreover,
as the Islamey database does not contain any same-performer rendering, we will
use the full Mazurka database that is used in [Sapp, 2008] for the experiments
in this chapter. The full Mazurka database used in [Sapp, 2008] contains five
Chopin Mazurkas: Op. 17/4, Op. 24/2, Op. 30/2, Op. 63/3 and Op. 68/3.
This chapter is organised in the following way. Firstly, we show evidence that
expressive timings across different unit lengths are potentially linked. Then we
demonstrate how to build the mathematical model to locate music structure
boundaries. Next, we present how we evaluate the resulting models. Finally,
we discuss the results, followed by a conclusion.
5.1 Hierarchical Relationship in Expressive Tim-
ing
In this section, we are going to show the existence of a hierarchical relationship
in the clustering of expressive timing with different phrase lengths. The usage
of clusters of expressive timing can be considered as a sequential model, for
example, the sequential model we proposed in Chapter 4 and the string match
in [Madsen and Widmer, 2006]. If we take the same problem from another
point of view, we find that combining clusters of expressive timing sequentially
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Figure 5.1: The centroids of clustering with 24-beat phrases in Chopin Mazurka
Op.24/2.
is equivalent to clustering expressive timing within longer phrases. Now we
repeat the experiment in Chapter 3 but double the length of phrase for analysis
in order to investigate if there are potential hierarchical relationship between the
centroids of clusters with different lengths of phrases engaged. By comparing the
centroids of clusters with different lengths of phrase, we examine if the centroids
of double-length phrase can be constructed from the centroids of shorter phrase.
In Figure 5.1, we have shown the centroids of the clustering of intra-phrase
expressive timing of the Chopin Mazurka Op.24/2. The phrase length we en-
gaged in Figure 5.1 is 24-beats, which is the doubled length of phrase provided by
the Mazurka dataset. The centroids of clustering with 12-beats phrase, which is
the length of phrase provided by the Mazurka dataset, are shown in the bottom
of Figure 4.2.
By comparing the centroids of clusters with doubled length of phrases en-
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gaged, we find that there are several centroids of longer phrases that are con-
structed by centroids of shorter phrases with different means of different parts.
Here we present some observations:
• cluster 3 of 24-beat phrase is composite by cluster 2 and cluster 4 of 12-
beat phrase.
• cluster 4 of 24-beat phrase is composite by cluster 8 and cluster 2 of 12-
beat phrase.
These observations confirm that a potential hierarchical relationship exists
in expressive timing as the centroids of clusters with longer length of phrases can
be constructed from the centroids of clusters with shorter length of phrase. In
this chapter, we are going to show that if the hierarchical structures are used for
the analysis of expressive timing, the analysis may have a better performance.
The method we propose to compare different hierarchical structures for anal-
ysis of expressive timing is to use the candidate hierarchical structure to build up
a model that asserts the probability of locating a boundary of music structure
for every beat in a performance. The relationship between expressive timing
and music structure boundaries is shown in Section 4.1. The proposed model
will assert the probability of locating a boundary of music structure according
to the values of tempo. We shall evaluate how well the models using different
hierarchical structures predict music structure boundaries. In the next section,
we will introduce the proposed model and how the proposed model is evaluated.
5.2 Methodologies
5.2.1 Model establishment
As we have demonstrated, performers slow down the tempo around the impor-
tant boundaries of music structure. We propose a model that asserts the prob-
ability that every beat in the performance locates a music structure boundary.
To make the proposed method capable to adapt different hierarchical structures,
a multi-level window size is used.
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Now we are going to introduce how the model asserts the probability of a beat
in a performance being located at a boundary of music structure. According to
[Todd, 1992], there is a potential hierarchical relationship in the tempo varia-
tions in performed music. This fact suggests that the global minimum points
on tempo variations have a higher possibility to locate a boundary of music
structure, whereas maxima of tempo variations are less likely to be located at
a music structure boundary. We calculate the Root Mean Square (RMS) with
different sizes of windows to indicate the minimum points of tempo variations
at more global scales. Moreover, if the window size are very large, the RMS of
a window may not be a local minimum point even if there is a global minimum
point in the window. So we award a window that has a local minimum point
by subtracting the standard deviation of tempo values in the window. To cover
the local minimum points of tempo variations at various scales, the proposed
method considers the minimum points at all levels of scales.
Now we give the mathematical representation of the proposed method.
We use ~τ = (τ0, τ1, . . . , τn−1) to represent the value of tempo on every beat
in a performance. The different size of windows is represented as L =
{l0, l1, . . . , li, . . . , lL} where l1 < l2 < . . . < lL. We use rectangle windows
in this algorithm, which defines the window function (Wli(τ)) of size li as:
Wli(τ) =

1 τ ∈ [0, li − 1]
0 otherwise.
(5.1)
For simplicity, we call the analysis with windows of size li as the analysis of
level i. Level 0 is defined as the lowest level, and level L is defined as the top
level (or the highest level).
We then calculate the Root of Mean Square (RMS) of tempo values in each
window at different levels. If the windows size is li and the performance has
n beats (from 0 to n − 1), we should have n
li
windows. However, if n is not
divisible by li, the size of the last window at level l will be shortened to fit the
end of performance. If we use eli = (e
1
li
, e2li , . . . , e
j
li
, . . . , ekli) (where k = b nli c)
to represent the RMS values within each windows whose size is li. The sign of
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b nli c represents the smallest integer that is larger than nli . The element in eli is
defined as:
ejli =

√
Σ(~τTWn−(j−1)li(τ − jl))2
n− (j − 1)li − std(~τ
TWn−(j−1)li(τ − jl)) i = b
n
l
c 6= n
l√
Σ(~τTWli(τ − jli))2
li
− std(~τTWli(τ − jli)) otherwise
(5.2)
where std represents the standard deviation. We need to point out that eli has
different lengths. The length of eli is b nli c.
Next, we introduce the way to convert a series of e into the probability of
locating a music structure boundary for every beat in a performance. As the
minimum points at different levels of eli map the minimum points of tempo
variations at different scales, the proposed methods consider all levels of eli and
award the minimum points of higher levels of eli . The higher levels of eli find
the minimum points of tempo variations at more global scales.
We now demonstrate how we calculate the probability of a beat in a perfor-
mance being located at a boundary of music structure. Suppose there are n beats
in a piece of performance; if we use B to represent all beats in a performance and
bk to represent each beat in a performance, we have B = {b1, b2, . . . , bk, . . . , bn},
where the index of b represents the order of beats in the performance. If
we use bk ∈ W jli to represent that beat k that belongs to at level i, then
p(B ∈ (bk ∈ W jli)) represents the probability that a music structure bound-
ary (B) locates at beat k which is in the jth window at level i. The probability
of a boundary of music structure in jth window at level i is proportional to the
reciprocal of squared eli , e.g.
p(B ∈ (bk ∈W jli)) =
1/(ejli)
2∑b nli c
x=1 (1/(e
x
li
)2)
. (5.3)
As the probability of locating a music structure boundary in windows at
different levels are independent to each other, the probability of a beat bk that
locates a boundary of music structure (p(B) = bk) can be calculated by the
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cumulative production of the probability of windows at each level that contain
bk, e.g.
p(B = bk) =
L∏
i=1
p(B ∈ (bk ∈W jli)). (5.4)
As we want to find out the probability of every beat in a performance that
locates the music structure boundary, we must engage the lowest level in the set
of window sizes to 1 (i.e. l0 = 1), such that there is only 1 beat in the lowest
level of windows.
5.2.2 Evaluation of resulting models
As the proposed algorithm enables us to build up models for a candidate perfor-
mance according to different hierarchical structures, we want to select the best
hierarchical structure that results in the most accurate model mapping music
structure boundaries with expressive timing. To test the resulting models from
a hierarchical structure, we propose two methods: the query likelihood test
and the performance matching test. The query likelihood test shares the same
principle of the query likelihood test in Chapter 4. We use the phrase bound-
ary provided in the Mazurka database to query the probability of observing the
phrase boundaries provided. We would expect a better model should have a bet-
ter chance to observe the boundaries of music structure provided. Specifically in
this experiment, if a hierarchical structure performs well for analysing expres-
sive timing, the resulting model should give a higher likelihood for observing
the music structure boundaries provided by our database.
A more objective test is matching the performances from the same per-
former. As discussed in [Sapp, 2008], the performances from the performers
can be expected as similar in expressive timing. So we compare the similarity
of the models that are resulted by the same-performer renderings. We expect
the models for same-performer rendering are more similar than other resulting
models, especially when some certain hierarchical structures are used. Next,
we are going to give more details about how both methods of evaluation are
implemented.
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Query likelihood
In this section, we will introduce one of the way to validate the proposed math-
ematical models: the query likelihood test. For the same piece of performance,
we can use different hierarchical structures for the model establishment process.
We query the music structure boundaries provided by the Mazurka database to
the resulting models with different hierarchical structures. The result of this
experiment reveals which structure of analysis helps locate the boundaries of
music structure according to expressive timing.
Next, we are going to introduce how we calculate the log-query likelihood.
Assume that there are n beats B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} and m music structure
boundaries B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bm} in a piece of performance. Each music struc-
ture boundary Bj is located on kth beat of the performance (Bj = bk). The
log-query likelihood (q) is
q = log
(
m∏
i=1
p(Bi = bk)
)
=
m∑
i=1
log p(Bi = bk) (5.5)
where k ∈ [1, n], k ∈ N+.
A higher log-query likelihood indicate a better performance, as the bound-
aries of music structure provided in the database are likely to be observed. We
compare the log-query likelihood of the resulting models that are derived by
different hierarchical structures.
Similarity of same-performer renderings
In [Sapp, 2008], the author used a correlation-based similarity measurement
to compare the performances from the same performer, or say, same-performer
renderings. According to this work, same-performer renderings are more similar
to each other than the different-performer renderings. In this experiment, we
investigate which structure of analysis helps show the similarity between the
same-performer renderings.
To show the similarity between same-performer renderings, we compare the
resulting model we proposed from all renderings including the same-performer
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renderings and the different-performer renderings first. For a particular hierar-
chical structure, the similarity of resulting models are compared by Kullback-
Leibler divergence [Murphy, 2012, p. 58]. The different hierarchical structure
used may lead to different mean and variance in terms of KL divergence for the
model similarity between all renderings in the database. To avoid the possible
effects caused by the difference of mean and variance of model similarity, we
order the similarity between one rendering (for simplicity, we call this rendering
‘target rendering’) and all other renderings. If we use all renderings as the target
rendering once iteratively, we have the average rank of the rendering similarity
between all same-performer renderings. A lower (smaller) average rank of the
rendering similarity for the same-performer renderings indicates a better perfor-
mance of resulting models, as the models show the similarity of same-performer
renderings.
To compare the performance of analysis with different hierarchical struc-
tures, we repeat the experiment with candidate hierarchical structures. We
compare the average rank of the rendering similarity for the same-performer ren-
derings with candidate hierarchical structures. The candidate structure that re-
sults in a lowest average rank of the rendering similarity for the same-performer
renderings is better than the other candidate hierarchical structures for analysis.
Although the average rank of similarity of the same-performer renderings is
a straightforward measurement, the lowest possible average rank of rendering
similarity for the same-performer renderings is different according to the num-
ber of same-performer renderings from a particular performer. For example,
the lowest possible average rank of rendering similarity for two same-performer
rendering is 1 (excluding the rendering being compared), but the lowest possible
average rank of rendering similarity for three same-performer rendering is 1.5
(excluding the rendering being compared). This is because if there are other
three same-performer renderings in the database (excluding the rendering being
compared), the lowest possible rank of rendering similarity for the first same-
performer rendering is 1, but the lowest possible rank of rendering similarity
for the second same-performer rendering is 2. If there are n same-performer
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renderings in the database whose rank of rendering similarity to another same-
performer rendering is {R1, R2, . . . , Ri, . . . Rn}, we correct the bias of lowest
possible rank of rendering similarity by calculating the average rank of render-
ing similarity (R) as:
R =

R1 n = 1∑n
i=1Ri −
∑n
i=1 i
n
n > 1, n ∈ N+.
(5.6)
5.2.3 Candidate hierarchical structures
We propose several hierarchical structures (L0 to L7) for comparison. As we
discussed in 5.2.1, the symbol L represents a series of window sizes for analysis.
To represent each beat in the performance, the lowest level (l0) in L is always 1.
As a result, the lowest adjustable level in the candidate hierarchical structures
for analysis if l1.
In the selected Chopin Mazurkas, there are three beats in each bar. So in
most cases (except only two cases for comparison purposes), the second lowest
level (l1) of L is set to be 3 (l1 = 3). We want to investigate the effects of the
multiple levels used. We set higher levels in the candidate hierarchical structure
to 2 to make the window size at top-level expand at a proper speed. The largest
window size at top-level in the candidate hierarchical structures is 48 beats,
which is about at least twice longer than the length of phrases provided in the
Mazurka database. There are two special cases in the candidate hierarchical
structures by setting different values to l1 for comparison purposes. The first
special hierarchical structure has l1 = 6, which is twice longer than the length
of a bar. We want to investigate the effects that l1 covers a longer section of a
performance. The second special hierarchical structure engaged is l1 = 4, which
even breaks the bar at certain point. We wish to investigate if it is important
to make l1 to be identical to the length of bar, or, at least do not break a bar.
The candidate hierarchical structures are listed in Table 5.1. For simplicity,
we use symbols (M1 to M7) to represent the models resulting from candidate
hierarchical structures L1 to L7.
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Candidate Hierarchical Structures
L0 = {1}
L1 = {1, 3}
L2 = {1, 3, 6}
L3 = {1, 3, 6, 12}
L4 = {1, 3, 6, 12, 24}
L5 = {1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48}
L6 = {1, 6, 12, 24}
L7 = {1, 4, 12, 24}
Table 5.1: The candidate hierarchical structures for analysis in this experiment.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Query likelihood test
According to (5.5), we calculate the query likelihood for five piece of Mazurkas
in the database. The query likelihood is shown in Table 5.2, where a more
negative number means worse performance of models.
From the results, we notice that on average L1 and L2, that have fewer
levels in hierarchical structures have a more negative query likelihood than the
non-hierarchical structure L0. The more hierarchical structures (L3 to L7) have
better results. This fact suggests that the hierarchical structures for analysis of
expressive timing should have a sufficient number of layers for the performance
of the analysis.
Moreover, when comparing the query likelihood results of different pieces of
Mazurkas, we noticed that the candidate hierarchical structures of analysis that
give the best performance may differ from each other. For Op.63/3, Op.68/3
and on average, the top level in the best performing hierarchical structure covers
24 beats of the performance. Moreover, the resulting query likelihood for other
pieces with a hierarchical structure whose top level covers 24 beats is reasonably
well (only less than 1 per cent worse than the best performance in terms of query
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Li
Opus
Op.17/4 Op.24/2 Op.30/2 Op.63/3 Op.68/3 Avg.
L0 -7.86 -8.19 -6.31 -7.06 -6.86 -7.26
L1 -7.83 -8.28 -6.19 -7.04 -7.01 -7.27
L2 -8.36 -8.03 -6.70 -7.28 -6.95 -7.47
L3 -8.02 -7.91 -6.30 -7.18 -6.51 -7.18
L4 -7.69 -7.96 -6.24 -7.08 -6.50 -7.09
L5 -7.65 -8.02 -6.25 -7.10 -6.67 -7.14
L6 -7.66 -8.00 -6.25 -7.01 -6.56 -7.10
L7 -7.67 -7.98 -6.21 -7.00 -6.52 -7.07
Table 5.2: The average query log likelihood for resulting models given hierarchi-
cal structure L. The bold number shows the best result for a piece of Mazurka
and the italic number shows the worst result for a piece of Mazurka.
likelihood). Surprisingly, the candidate structure resulting best query likelihood
in Op.30/2 is L1, which is the worst structure for analysis for Op.24/2 and
Op.68/3. The hierarchical structure resulting the most negative query likelihood
for other candidate pieces is L3.
This result suggests that, for the query likelihood test, the hierarchical struc-
ture resulting best query likelihood should cover a proper part of the perfor-
mance. However, if the coverage of hierarchical structure at top level is too
large, the query likelihood may be more negative. Moreover, the proper cover-
age for the top level of the hierarchical structure for analysis may differ from
piece to piece.
5.3.2 Similarity between same-performer renderings
We now present the average rank of rendering similarity between same-performer
renderings in Table 5.3. In this table, a lower average rank of rendering similarity
between same-performer renderings suggests a better performance of resulting
models with the candidate hierarchical structure for analysis.
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Li
Opus
Op.17/4 Op.24/2 Op.30/2 Op.63/3 Op.68/3 Avg.
L0 5.93 2.20 2.22 3.56 4.33 3.65
L1 2.17 3.20 2.33 4.90 5.14 3.55
L2 2.17 2.20 3.78 2.51 5.83 3.30
L3 2.20 2.20 2.89 2.53 5.28 3.02
L4 2.17 2.20 2.50 2.70 5.00 2.91
L5 2.33 2.20 2.50 2.77 4.17 2.77
L6 2.13 2.20 2.89 2.79 4.08 2.82
L7 2.17 2.20 2.39 2.86 3.94 2.71
Table 5.3: The average rank of rendering similarity between same-performer
renderings with different hierarchical structures (L) in the analysis. The bold
number shows the best result for a piece of Mazurka and the italic number shows
the worst result for a piece of Mazurka. For Op.24/2 several statistics are in
bold due to a tie.
We first observe the average ranks across different pieces of mazurkas. The
results are shown in the first column on the right-hand side in Table 5.3. In
general, comparing L0 to L1, the average rank of rendering similarity between
same-performer renderings becomes smaller with the increase of coverage at
the top level in the candidate hierarchical structure. Moreover, if the candi-
date hierarchical structure has the same coverage at the top level (L4, L6 and
L7), a larger l1 helps to show the similarity between same-performer rendering
(comparing L6 and L7 to L4). However, the effects of larger coverage of l1 re-
quires further investigation as L6 has a larger l1 than L7, but the average rank
of rendering similarity between same-performer renderings with L6 is higher
than L7; in other words, L7 is better than L6 for finding similarity between
same-performer renderings.
If we observe the results in Table 5.3 piece by piece, the case is much more
complicated. This fact suggests that the most suitable hierarchical structure
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to show the similarity between same-performer renderings depends on the par-
ticular Mazurka being modelled. Taking Op.24/2 as an example, the average
rank of rendering similarity between same-performer renderings does not change
with the hierarchical structure used in most cases, which suggests the different
hierarchical structures do not help to show the similarity of same-performer
renderings of Op.24/2. For Op.30/2 the non-hierarchical analysis outperforms
all hierarchical clusterings. The best hierarchical structure to show the same-
rendering similarity for Mazurka Op.63/3 is L3, which only contains three levels.
The Op.17/4 and Op.68/3 show a clear preference for more hierarchical struc-
tures with a larger l1 level (L6). This fact suggests that, in order to show the
similarity of same-performer renderings, the most suitable hierarchical structure
differs from piece to piece.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed an method that asserts the probability of a beat in
a performance being located at a boundary of music structure according to ex-
pressive timing information. This method is applicable to different hierarchical
structures. We design two experiments that compare the effects of candidate
hierarchical structures.
The first experiment tests which hierarchical structure helps to detect the
boundaries of music structure. We tested the probability that the boundaries of
music structure provided in the Mazurka database are observed according to the
resulting models. This experiment is called query likelihood test. According to
the results of the query likelihood test in Table 5.2, we noticed that, on average,
the three best hierarchical structures (L4, L6 and L7) for detecting boundaries
of music structure share the same coverage at the top level of the hierarchical
structure (24 beats). This fact suggests that, in general, a hierarchical structure
whose top level covers an appropriate length of performance may help to detect
the boundaries of music structures according to expressive timing. In other
words, a hierarchical structure is necessary to detect the boundaries of music
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structure according to expressive timing.
On the other hand, the hierarchical structures that outperform the other
hierarchical structures in Op.17/4, Op.24/2, Op.30/2, Op.63/3 and Op.68/3
are L5, L3, L1, L7 and L4 respectively. This fact suggests that, for different
candidate pieces, the most suitable hierarchical structure that helps to detect
the boundaries of music differs from piece to piece.
Moreover, it is interesting to point out that, on average, the best hierarchical
structure in Table 5.2 is L7, which is the only candidate hierarchical structure
that breaks bars in level 1. This fact suggests that the hierarchical structure
that helps detecting boundaries of music structure may break the bars in the
performances at certain levels.
The second experiment investigates what hierarchical structure used in the
analysis of expressive timing helps to show the similarity between the same-
performer renderings. We used the average rank of rendering similarity between
the same-performer renderings to assess the performance of candidate hierar-
chical structures. The results in Table 5.3 show that, in general, the candidate
hierarchical structures L4, L5, L6 and L7 have better performance than those
hierarchical structures that are less hierarchical. As a result, the hierarchical
structure that helps to show the similarity between same-performer renderings
should have a top level that covers appropriate length of performance. In other
words, the hierarchical structures help to show the similarity between same-
performer renderings.
If we examine the performance of candidate hierarchical structures piece
by piece, we notice that for different pieces the best performed hierarchical
structure is also different. In fact, if we consider each individual piece in the
database, the hierarchical structure may not help to show the similarity between
same-performer renderings for all pieces according to Table 5.3. For example,
the average rank of rendering similarity between same-performer renderings does
not change with most hierarchical structures used in the analysis for Op.24/2.
For Op.30/2, the best structure that leads to best (lowest) average rank of
rendering similarity between same-performer renderings is a non-hierarchical
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structure. This fact suggests, similarly to the query likelihood test, that the
most suitable hierarchical structures for showing the similarity between same-
performer renderings differ from piece to piece. Another conclusion we can
draw from Table 5.3, again similar to the conclusion in query likelihood, is that
L7 is the most suitable hierarchical structure to show the similarity between
same-performer renderings on average. As L7 is the only candidate hierarchical
structure that breaks bars in the performances, the hierarchical structure that
is suitable to show the similarity between same-performer renderings may break
the bars in performances at certain levels.
Summarising the results in both test, the hierarchical structure in general
helps the analysis of expressive timing on average. For different pieces of per-
formances, the most suitable hierarchical structures for analysis are different.
Moreover, the most suitable hierarchical structure for analysis of expressive tim-
ing may break the bars in performances.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we tested different structures of analysis for expressive timing.
We proposed a model that asserts the probability of every beat in a performance
that locates a boundary of music structure. With the proposed model, we test
which hierarchical structure is helpful for detecting the boundaries of music
structure and which hierarchical structure is helpful for showing the similarity
between the same-performer renderings.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that intra-phrase tempo variations can be
modelled by the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The phrases are defined
by either the composers or the information in the dataset. We repeated the
experiment with doubled phrase length and found the centroids of clusters with
the doubled phrase length can be constructed from the centroids of clusters
with shorter length of phrase. As a result, we found that there is a potential
hierarchical relationship in expressive timing.
In Chapter 4, we introduced the Tempo Variegation Map (TVM) for visu-
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alisation. From the observations of TVMs, we noticed that the deceleration
of expressive timing can be potentially used to locate the boundaries of music
structure. So the expressive timing can be used to detect the boundaries of
music structure.
The model we proposed in this chapter converts expressive timing into the
probability of every beat in the performance that locates a boundary of mu-
sic structure. This method is capable of adopting a hierarchical structure for
analysis during the modelling process. We proposed a few different hierarchi-
cal structures as inputs, then evaluated the resulting models by two different
experiments.
To evaluate the model performances with different hierarchical structures,
we performed two model selection tests. The first one is using the boundaries
of music structure provided in the Mazurka dataset to query the probability
of observing such sets of music structure boundaries according to the resulting
models. The second test is investigating how well the resulting models show the
similarity between same-performer renderings. The measurement we selected
for showing similarity is the average rank of rendering similarity between the
same-performer renderings.
We compared the performance of several hierarchical structures in both tests
including a non-hierarchical structure and several hierarchical structures that
keep the bars in the performances. Moreover, for comparison purposes, there
is also a hierarchical structure that matches bar starts and ends in the perfor-
mance but covers a larger area in the lower levels, and a hierarchical structure
that breaks bars in the performances. In total, seven candidate hierarchical
structures are tested.
Based on the results, we conclude that having a hierarchical structure in
expressive timing analysis is important. In general the top level of a hierarchical
structure needs to cover a sufficiently large number of beats. Moreover, the
hierarchical structure used in the analysis does not have to synchronise with
bar starts and ends. Finally, there is no one hierarchical structure that best
models all performances in our database.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, we demonstrated that it is possible to use model selection tests
to analyse expressiveness in performed piano music, especially to analyse ex-
pressive timing. With this approach, we investigate three factors related to
expressive timing in performed music: clusters of expressive timing, factors
that are used to determine expressiveness and the importance of hierarchical
structures in analyses of expressive timing. However, it is possible that model
selection methods could be used for various aspects of expressive timing, such
as synchronisation between hands [Goebl et al., 2010] and changes in expres-
sive styles over time [Flossmann et al., 2009]. The model selection method may
also be used to analyse other behaviour in performed music, such as dynamics
[Repp, 1999a] and pedal timing [Repp, 1996]. Next, we will review some of the
specific experiments we performed.
We first investigated if the expressive timing within a phrase can be clus-
tered. Then we examined how the position and changes of expressive timing
in the previous phrase impact the changes of expressive timing in a particular
phrase. Finally, we investigated if the hierarchical structure helps the analysis
of expressive timing.
In Chapter 3, we first demonstrated that expressive timing within a phrase
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can be clustered. We considered several candidate models, including both non-
clustered and clustered models. Moreover, we compared the performance of
candidate models with different settings, in order to investigate how the data
of expressive timing can be better fitted. We tried two methods to evaluate
the proposed models: cross-validation tests and model selection criteria. In
cross-validation, a model is tested by evaluating how well a part of the data
is predicted by the remaining data; whereas the use of model selection criteria
involves utilising selected criteria that penalise the model performance according
to the model complexity. Both evaluations indicated that the clustered models
outperform the non-clustered models. Moreover, by comparing different settings
for the candidate models, we found that the best model for clustering expressive
timing within a phrase is the Gaussian Mixture Model with independent full
covariance matrices and with data standardised by the Mean Regulation. As
a summary, expressive timing can be clustered by a normal Gaussian Mixture
Model but the number of Gaussian components in the model varies according
to the different pieces.
In Chapter 4, we then explored how the use of clusters of expressive timing
is impacted by the position of the phrase and the cluster of expressive timing
used in the previous phrase. We proposed four different Bayesian graphical
models that set up different dependencies for the expressive timing in a partic-
ular phrase. The proposed models included: 1) an independent model, which
considered both the expressive timing in the previous phrase and the position
of the phrase in a score as independent factors for expressive timing, 2) a posi-
tional model, which considered only the position of the phrase in a score as the
decisive factor for expressive timing in a phrase, 3) a sequential model, which
considers only the expressive timing in the previous phrase as the decisive factor
for expressive timing in a phrase and 4) a joint model, which considers both the
expressive timing in the previous phrase and the position of the phrase as the
factor for expressive timing in a phrase jointly. We proposed a novel model
selection criterion, the Cross-Entropy Ratio (CER), which uses the principle
of information theory to measure the performance of the proposed models in
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a cross-validation test. The results showed that the joint model outperforms
the other models but is less robust due to complexity. The second best model
was the sequential model but this was more data-size robust. These conclusions
tell us both the position of the phrases and the cluster of expressive timing
used in the previous phrase impact on the cluster of expressive timing used in
a phrase but that the effects of the position of the phrases are based on a joint
consideration of the cluster of expressive timing used in the previous phrase.
In Chapter 5, we investigated whether hierarchical structure is necessary for
the analysis of expressive timing. We introduced a way to convert the expressive
timing into a probability that locates a boundary of music structure on every
beat of a performance. A hierarchical structure can be used as an input into
the proposed method. There are several candidate hierarchical structures that
can be used and that result in different models. To evaluate the resulting prob-
abilistic models according to the different candidate hierarchical structures, we
designed two experiments. The first experiment compared the probability of
observing the boundaries of music structure provided by the Mazurka database
according to the resulting data. The second experiment investigated how well
the resulting models show similarities in the same-performer rendering. From
the results of both experiments, we can conclude that on average, a hierarchi-
cal structure may help the performance of the analysis of expressive timing.
However, the best structure of analysis for expressive timing for each individual
piece of performance may vary piece to piece.
Through the experiments performed in this thesis, we have shown that model
selection tests can be used to analyse expressiveness in classical music, especially
expressive timing in classical music. Model selection tests can potentially ben-
efit further investigations of expressive timing and benefit the analysis in other
aspects of expressiveness.
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6.2 Future Works
In this thesis, we have described the experiments using model selection tests to
demonstrate a number of basic principles associated with analyses of expressive
timing. However, other parameters in these experiments are still unclear. In
this section, we will discuss some specific works that would be interesting to
investigate.
In Chapter 3, we showed that a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) can be
used to fit the data of expressive timing within a phrase. The method we used
for training the GMMs was the Expectation Maximum (EM). One of the most
important aspect for EM is the initial values of the parameters in the model
[Karlis and Xekalaki, 2002]. In Chapter 3, we chose a random sample in the
training dataset and repeated the training process several times and chose the
resulting model with the performance best fitted to the data of expressive timing.
However, there are many other possibilities of using different initial points. As
a result, we recommend a further investigation into the impacts of the initial
values of the training process on the performance of the resulting models, as a
good initial value in EM may help the training process of GMM become more
efficient and lead to a better performance of the resulting models.
Moreover, the phrase lengths we selected for the testing pieces are not
demonstrated in Chapter 3. As a result, one possible future work could analyse
decisions regarding phrase length, which can be affected by the absolute playing
time of a phrase. However, the best phrase length in an analysis is unlikely to
be the same across different pieces of music. The proposed algorithm in Chapter
3 should be further developed such that model selection tests can be performed
with different pieces of music. One possible solution to clusters of expressive
timing across different pieces of music is to use normalised timing scales rather
than a beat index.
In Chapter 4, we only considered the view that the position of a phrase
may affect the use of clusters of expressive timing. However, the use of clusters
of expressive timing may be impacted by several factors related to the music
structure and which could affect the use of clusters of expressive timing. For
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example, the melody of the phrase may be an important factor to be considered
in deciding which cluster of expressive timing to use. The characterisation of
the melody of a phrase may be represented by Implication-Realization (IR) the-
ory [Narmour, 1995]. IR theory describes the audience expectation of melody.
The core idea of IR is to use a sequence of two notes to predict the expectation
of the real third notes in the score. An out-of-expectation note in a melody
would naturally attract more attention from the audience. As a result, if we use
IR theory to represent the features of melody, we then propose a more compli-
cated Bayesian graphical model to reveal the potential relationship between the
melody of a phrase and the cluster of expressive timing used for that phrase.
In some cases, it is worth investigating whether the music structure may
also impact the use of clusters of expressive timing. A commonly used way to
analyse music structure is to use the Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM)
[Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983]. GTTM covers the structure of tonal music with
grouping structure, metrical structure, time-span reduction and prolongational
reduction. A structural tree can be obtained, which shows a clearer image of
how performances are structured. As a result, we may also consider if any
particular factor in the analysis of a music structure impacts on the decision
of the clusters of expressive timing for a phrase. To investigate the potential
impacts, we may build a more complicated graphical model for testing.
Moreover, the GTTM theory can also be used for providing a more suitable
hierarchical structure for the analysis of expressive timing. As we discussed in
Chapter 5, the most suitable hierarchical structure for the analysis of expressive
timing varies from piece to piece. It would be interesting to investigate how the
most suitable hierarchical structures for different pieces of music are decided.
Besides music structure, there are several factors may affect expressive tim-
ing including melodies, harmonics and metrical patterns as we discussed in Sec-
tion . To investigate the effects of these musical parameters, a more complicated
graphical model should be considered. However, the structure and parameter
learning for a more complicated graphical model demands more samples for
training thus a larger database is required.
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In Chapter 5, we demonstrated that the same-performer renderings show a
very strong similarity. So it is worthy to investigate how the expressive timing
can be used to match the different renderings from the same performer.
As the data used in this thesis are limited to two databases, applying the
proposed methods with other pieces of performance would help to investigate
if these methods can be generalised. Moreover, besides the expressive timing,
there are several other factors in performed music that can be investigated, such
as the dynamics. In fact, in computational musicology, the methods applied to
expressive timing can also be applied to the dynamics in performed music with
minor corrections, such as in [Repp, 1998], [Repp, 1999a] and [Repp, 1999b]. As
a result, investigations into applying model selection methods to the research of
dynamics in performed music is also an interesting future direction.
In this thesis, we have shown that model selection tests can be applied to
the analysis of expressive timing in performed music. This thesis adds to the
many works on the combination of computational musicology and mathematics
and the combination of computational musicology and machine learning. Such
combinations have contributed much to our understanding of how performers
play music. We hope the combination of computational musicology and model
selection tests may help the investigation of the behaviours of performers in the
future.
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Appendix A
Performances in Islamey
database
as available in iTunesTM on 11/30/2015
Abdel Rahmanel Bacha
Russian Virtuoso Piano Works
Octavia Records Inc., 2006
Adam Aleksander
Balakirev, Chopin, Beethoven, Szymanowski, Liszt, Rachmaninov & Debussy:
Works for Piano (Live)
Adam Aleksander, 2012
Alfred Brendel
Strauss li: Egyptischer - Saint-Saens, C.: Africa - Balakirev, M.A.: Islamey
(Egyptian Splendour - The Mystery of Egypt in Classical Music)
Gift of Music, 2008
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Andrei Gavrilov
Prokofiev/Tchaikovsky: Piano Concertos etc.
2005 Andrei Gaavrilov, London Symphony Orchestra, Philharmonia
Orchestra, Riccardo Muti & Sir Simon Rattle
Arto Satukangas
Glazunov: Piano Sonata No. 1; Three Etudes
Finlandia Records, 1995
Aya Nagatomi
Islamey
Nipponophone, 2010
Barbara Nissman
Journeys of the Soul: From Bach to Balakirev - Barbara Nissman, Piano
Three Oranges Recordings, 2014
Boris Berezovsky
Berezovsky plays Mussorgsky, Rachmaninov, Liadov, Medtner
Teldec Classics International GmbH, 1994
Eileen Joyce
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2 in C Minor - Balakirev: Islamey
Past Classics, 2011
Emil Gilels
Emil Gilels: Recital in Florence (1951)
Music and Arts Programs of America, 2012
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Gyo¨rgy Cziffra
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1, Op, 23 - Balakirev: Islamey (Mono
Version)
BNF Collection, 2013
Idil Biret
Idil Ciret Archive Edition, Vol. 11
Idil Biret Archive, 2011
Jano¨ Jando´
Mussorgsky: Pictures At Exhibition
Naxo, 1991
Jie Chen
Van Cliburn International Piano Competition Preliminary Round - Jie Chen
Van Cliburn Foundation, 1995
Jong-Gyung Park
Queen Elisabeth Competition: Piano 2003
Queen Elisabeth Competition, 2003
Lang Lang
Lang Lang - Complete Recordings 2000-2009
Deutsche Grammophon GmbH, Berlin, 2012
Michael Lewin
Piano Recital: Lewin, Michael - Balakirev M.A. - Scriabin, A. - Glazunov,
A.K.
Centaur Records, Inc., 1992
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Michele Campanella
Musorgskij - Balakirev: Pictures at an Exhibition, Ricordi d’infanzia, La
cucitrice, Berceuse, Islamey Fantasy
P&P Classica, 2005
Mikhail Kollontay
Balakirev: Piano Works
Russian Season, 1995
Alvaro M. Rocha
The Beyond Piano Project
http://www.alvaromrocha.com, 2013
Olga Kern
Rachmaninov: Sonata No.2 - Balakirev: Islamey
Harmonia Mundi USA, 2006
Philip Edward Fisher
Piano Works by ’The Mighty Handful’
CHANDOS, 2011
Roger Wright
At the River
Roger Wright, 2011
Rorianne Scherade
Balakirev, M.A.: Piano Music
Centaur Records, Inc., 1995
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Saito Kazuya
International Neo Classical Competition Prize Winners Concert Live 2010
(Ginza International Music Gestival)
Office ENZO & Florestan, 2010
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Appendix B
Colouring Schemes for
Tempo Variegation Maps
(TVMs)
In Section 4.1.2, we presented one of the resulting centroids of clustered expres-
sive timing in Figure 4.1. We then presented two different TVMs with colouring
schemes focused on different criteria of the centroids of the resulting clustered
expressive timing. In this section, we provide more details about the colouring
schemes used. The descriptions in this section require a basic knowledge of
colour space, especially RGB colour space. Please refer to [Poynton, 2003] if
necessary.
To begin, we present Figure 4.1 again as Figure B.1 to present the centroids
of resulting clustered expressive timing discussed in Section 4.1.2. Then, we will
discuss how the centroids are coloured according to different criteria.
B.1 Shapes of centroids
The first criterion we selected is the shapes of the centroids. In Figure B.1,
we find three types of clusters: single-peaked arcs (cluster 1 through cluster 4;
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Figure B.1: Centroids of the clusters of expressive timing in Chopin Mazurka
Op.24/2.
cluster 4 is a nearly single-peaked arc), double-peaked arcs (clusters 5 and 6)
and decelerate arcs (clusters 7 and 8).
If we use red, green and blue to represent cluster 1, cluster 5 and cluster
7, respectively, and all other centroids are represented by intermediate colours,
we can obtain a map that visualises the use of clusters of expressive timing
throughout performances across different performers, as shown in Figure B.2.
We call this type of diagram a Tempo Variegation Map (TVM). Based on certain
observations of the resulting TVM, we can hypothesise which factor may affect
decisions on clusters of expressive timing.
To enable an easier interpretation of the TVM, we also give the specific
values of the colour codes used for each cluster in Table B.2. All the colour
codes are represented in RGB colour space [Poynton, 2003] with a maximum
value of 1. To make the colours used in the scheme more distinguishable, we
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Figure B.2: Tempo Variegation Map (TVM) and the colours of the clusters of
expressive timing. This is a repeated version of Figure 4.2.
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do not normalise the brightness of the colours selected. However, different
observations and hypotheses could be made if the brightness of the colours used
is the same.
Cluster R G B
1 1.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.75 0.25 0.00
3 0.50 0.50 0.00
4 0.25 0.75 0.00
5 0.00 1.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.50 0.50
7 0.00 0.00 1.00
8 0.50 0.00 0.50
Table B.1: The colour codes used for the clusters shown in Figure 4.1. Colours
are represented by RGB colour space. The index of clusters are shown in Figure
B.1.
B.2 According to the acceleration rate of cen-
troids
Besides the order of clusters presented in Figure B.1, we can order the resulting
centroids with different criteria such as the accelerate rate of centroids. For sim-
plicity, we want to make the centroids become a more regular shape by perform-
ing a regression. As Todd [Todd, 1992] asserted, parabolic curves (2nd order
polynomials) can be used to approximate tempo variations within a phrase. We
thus regress the tempo variations to parabolic curves. The cluster of expressive
timing is ordered according to the changes in the regressed parabolic curves
rather than according to the unprocessed centroid of the cluster of expressive
timing. We appoint the cluster whose regressed parabolic curve has the highest
acceleration of tempo rate within a phrase as cluster 1, and the cluster whose
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regressed parabolic curve has the greatest deceleration of tempo rate within a
phrase as cluster A.
As a result, the numerical representation of the clusters of expressive timing
show not only which clusters are used by performers but also the tempo changes
within a phrase. A cluster with a smaller index represents a cluster of expressive
timing whose tempo accelerates within a phrase. A cluster with a larger index
represents a cluster of expressive timing whose tempo rate decelerates within a
phrase.
We use RGB colour space [Poynton, 2003] to represent the colours in our
colour code. We use blue ((R,G,B) = (0, 0, 1)) to represent cluster 1. Then
we increase the Green component in RGB and we simultaneously decrease the
Blue component in RGB simultaneously. The cluster A is represented as a green
colour ((R,G,B) = (0, 1, 0)). The intermediate clusters are represented by the
colours at even intervals of the intermediate values between the blue colour
((R,G,B) = (0, 0, 1)) and the green colour ((R,G,B) = (0, 1, 0)) in the RGB
space. The specific colours used in Figure B.3 is presented in the format of RGB
in Table B.2.
Cluster R G B
1 0.00 0.00 1.00
5 0.00 0.14 0.85
2 0.00 0.28 0.71
4 0.00 0.42 0.57
3 0.00 0.57 0.42
6 0.00 0.71 0.28
7 0.00 0.85 0.14
8 0.00 1.00 0.00
Table B.2: The colour codes used for the clusters shown in Figure 4.1. Colours
are represented by RGB colour space. The index of clusters are shown in Figure
B.1.
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Figure B.3: Tempo Variegation Map (TVM) and the colours of the clusters of
expressive timing. This is a repeated version of Figure 4.3.
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